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Our Values
We value the small-town look, feel and character of our community. Put another way, we 
value Meeker for being a small-town, both in terms of its physical size and its population, 
that is quiet, peaceful, easy to get around and offers a slow-paced, laid-back lifestyle.

We value our close-knit community of friendly and caring people who support one another.

We value the strong sense of community in Meeker that comes from our town being a place 
where we have connections to family and friends, a place where newcomers are welcome, 
and a place with events and activities that bring us together.

We value being a safe community that allows kids to be kids and offers a great place to raise 
a family.

We value and honor the connections to Meeker’s unique past and heritage.

We value Meeker being a hidden gem located “off of the beaten path.”

We value our access to the outdoors and the abundance of recreational opportunities 
available to us.

We value our local climate and the health, cleanliness, and beauty of the nature that 
surrounds us.

We value the amenities and services (schools, the parks & recreation district, the recreation 
center, town parks, the hospital, the library, local broadband/high-speed internet, etc.) in our 
community and the quality of these.
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Our Vision
Nestled in the White River Valley, Meeker, Colorado is a small town off the beaten path that embodies the best 
of what rural Colorado has to offer. It is a community that knows its values, has a clear vision for the future and 
actively works to achieve its aspirations by pursuing these guiding principles:

1. People from around the globe are drawn to Meeker for its small-town charm, unique history, western 
heritage, outdoor experiences and quality of life enjoyed by its residents. The historic downtown is the 
heart of the community, a place where people come together to interact, conduct business, play, celebrate 
arts and culture, and experience one-of-a-kind qualities that only Meeker offers.

2. Meeker is a safe, age-friendly community with excellent schools, responsive local government, quality 
recreation amenities and health care facilities making it a great place to live, raise a family, and age in 
place.

3. Meeker’s government welcomes and encourages active involvement in the local decision-making process 
to ensure that the town is responsive to its citizen’s needs and is working to achieve the community’s vision 
and goals. As the county seat, our community enjoys partnerships, active collaboration and coordination 
among municipal, county, state, and federal agencies.

4. Meeker is a clean, tidy and aesthetically pleasing town that works to preserve and celebrate connections to 
our past.

5. Meeker’s slow to moderate growth and thoughtfully crafted plans for the future, allows our community to 
evolve and prosper while at the same time preserving what it is people love about living here.

6. A variety of safe, quality housing options at a range of price points create attractive neighborhoods in 
Meeker and offer reasonable opportunities for a diverse population to live here.

7. High-quality facilities, infrastructure, and utilities support our quality of life and enable Meeker to thrive.

8. A strong, stable and diverse economy, rooted in local heritage and key industries, provides a variety of 
opportunities to prosper in Meeker.

9. Our community embraces the area’s natural beauty and pristine outdoor environment and works to sustain 
those qualities for future generations.

10. Year-round recreation opportunities in Meeker appeal to locals and visitors, enhance our quality of life and 
bolster our economy.

11. The compact nature of our town and interconnected system of streets, sidewalks, trails, and paths enables 
people of all ages and abilities to safely, conveniently and comfortably move around Meeker.

Meeker Community Master Plan | vi
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WHAT IS THE COMMUNITY MASTER PLAN?

Meeker’s Community Master Plan (“the Plan”) serves as a roadmap to the town’s future. The Plan sets forth the 
community’s shared vision for Meeker in 10 to 15 years (i.e., 2030 to 2035) and provides a policy framework 
(refer to Chapter 4) and action plan (refer to Chapter 5) for achieving those aspirations.

The Plan is the “umbrella” document for the Town of Meeker. It is comprehensive in scope and works to address 
a wide range of important topics, including: 

1. Arts and Culture 7. Infrastructure and Utilities

2. Community Services 8. The Local Economy

3. Collaboration and Civic Involvement 9. The Natural Environment

4. Community Appearance/Aesthetics 10. Parks, Open Space, Recreation, and Trails

5. Growth, Planning, and Design 11. Transportation/Mobility

6. Housing

The foundation for master planning (i.e., comprehensive planning) at the municipal level can be found in the 
Colorado Revised Statutes (C.R.S.), Section 31-23-206. This statute assigns authority for preparing and adopting 
a Community Master Plan to Meeker’s Planning Commission. Consistent with this direction the Town of Meeker 
developed its first community master plan in 1984. This plan was subsequently updated in 2006.

Regular use of the Plan will keep citizens engaged and conversant with the vision for Meeker. The Plan is 
intended to be used to:

• Inform changes to the town’s regulatory tools, such as annexation policies, zoning, and subdivision regulations.

• Establish a Three-Mile Plan to guide growth and development within three-miles of the town’s boundary.

• Provide direction to the private sector regarding development of properties within the Meeker area.

• Guide decisions on land use applications.

• Adopt town policies that work to advance the community’s vision and goals for Meeker.

• Help direct the allocation of town resources (e.g., funds, staff time, etc.).

• Identify potential uses for funds from the Meeker Urban Renewal Authority (MURA).

• Support and inform collaborative efforts with area agencies (e.g., Rio Blanco County, Eastern Rio Blanco 
Metropolitan (ERBM) Recreation & Park District, Bureau of Land Management, US Forest Service, etc.).

• Identify and pursue Federal, State, and/or private financial assistance/grant programs.

Specific linkages between the Plan and other plans and studies are referenced throughout this document, where 
relevant. Moving forward, it is essential that future updates to these supporting plans, and creation of new plans, 
are generally aligned with the direction provided by Meeker’s Community Master Plan.
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HOW TO USE THE PLAN

The Community Master Plan is a tool to be used by Meeker’s elected and appointed officials and town staff to 
inform and guide decision-making processes, policy discussions, and community growth and development. The 
Plan is also intended to serve as a key resource for residents, property and business owners, developers, and 
other stakeholders interested in understanding the community’s values and aspirations for Meeker’s future.

The Community Master Plan is an advisory document. It is not mandatory that Meeker’s Planning Commission, 
Town Board , or town staff strictly adhere to the Plan (except for where the town’s Land Use Code requires 
compliance). However, the community dedicated significant time and effort into developing the Plan and to 
ignore it, without legitimate reason, is not advised. 

The Community Master Plan is broken into five (5) chapters. A general description of the contents for, and intent 
of, each chapter is offered below. While each chapter has a distinct purpose, they are intended to work together.

Chapter 1 |
Introduction

The Introduction offers: (1) an explanation of what the Community 
Master Plan is; (2) the legal basis for municipal master planning in 
Colorado; (3) a guide for how to use the Plan; (4) information for 
how to amend and update the Plan; (5) the role of the Plan relative 
to the town’s Land Use Code; and, (6) an overview of the Meeker 
Moving Forward planning process.

Chapter 2 |
What Makes Meeker, Meeker?

Chapter 2 sets forth the community’s shared values and offers a 
guide for how these can be used to evaluate important decisions.

Chapter 3 |
What Is Happening In Meeker Today?

Chapter 3 provides factual information regarding Meeker’s 
challenges and opportunities, which the Plan works to address. 

Chapter 4 |
What Type Of Place Will Meeker 
Be In the Future?

Chapter 4 establishes the goals and policy framework for the Plan. 
The goals and policies support the community’s vision for Meeker.

Chapter 5 |
Making Things Happen

Chapter 5 outlines specific actions that the town may take, either 
alone, or in collaboration with others, to work towards achieving 
the community’s aspirations for Meeker.

Appendices The Community Master Plan Appendices includes: (1) a compilation 
and analysis of historic, current, and projected conditions and 
trends in Meeker; (2) existing conditions maps; and, (3) community 
input summaries from the Meeker Moving Forward planning 
process. The Appendices are available as a separate document.

PLAN AMENDMENTS AND UPDATES

As Meeker moves into the future and continues to evolve, the Community Master Plan must also adapt. It 
is important that the Plan be a “living document” that the town reviews regularly. In reviewing the Plan, it is 
recommended that the town: (1) evaluate progress made; and, (2) determine whether updates are needed to 
maintain a plan that is relevant to community priorities, as well as current conditions and trends.

Amendments and updates to the Plan may be initiated by town staff, the Planning Commission, Town Board, 
and/or community members. Prior to making any changes to the Plan, it will be necessary to identify and allocate 
the resources necessary (e.g., funding, outside support/expertise, etc.) to ensure the successful completion of an 
amendment or update. In some instances, this may entail a private citizen(s) being asked to contribute resources.
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It is anticipated that amendments or updates to the Plan will typically be initiated by the Planning Commission or 
town staff. The criteria and processes for amending or updating the Plan are as follows: 

1. Minor Amendments
Minor Amendments to the Plan may be necessary from time to time. Minor Amendments are typically, small, 
technical corrections. Examples of Minor Amendments include:

• Incorporating new or updated data into the Plan and/or its Appendices.

• Updating the Future Land Use Plan and/or Mobility Plan to reflect non-substantive changes (e.g., modifications 
to the town’s boundary).

• Correcting typographical errors, formatting issues, and/or accidental omissions from the Plan.

• Revisions to the Plan’s references (to related plans and studies) in order to reflect the adoption of new or 
updated plans and/or studies.

Minor Amendments are to be considered by the Planning Commission at a public meeting and approved by 
Resolution.

2. Major Amendments
Major Amendments to the Plan include:

• The review of, and updates to, the community’s values and/or vision.

• Updates to the Plan’s goals and/or policies.

• A comprehensive review of, and update to, the Action Plan.

• Other substantial updates to the Plan initiated by the Town of Meeker.

Major Amendments to the Plan are subject to review by the Planning Commission. The Planning Commission 
will evaluate the proposed Major Amendment based on whether it is in the best interests of Meeker and its 
community.

The Planning Commission will hold a public hearing to afford the public an opportunity to provide input on the 
proposed Major Amendment. The Planning Commission may approve a Major Amendment by Resolution.

3. Future Land Use Plan or Mobility Plan Amendments
The Future Land Use Plan offers policy direction and guidance on future land uses in and around Meeker, while 
the Mobility Plan provides direction for transportation/mobility enhancements in town. The Future Land Use 
Plan and Mobility Plan were developed based on the community’s vision, goals, and anticipated needs.

Over the next 10 to 15 years, there may be instances when it is necessary to consider amending the Future Land 
Use Plan and/or Mobility Plan. In such cases, the Planning Commission will hold a public hearing and evaluate 
the proposed amendment based on the following criteria:

• The proposed amendment is generally consistent with the values, vision, goals, policies, and overall intent of 
the Community Master Plan.

• The proposed amendment will not have significant cross-jurisdictional impacts that may affect residents, 
properties, or facilities outside of the town.

• The proposed amendment does not materially affect the adequacy or availability of community facilities and 
services within the Town of Meeker.

The Planning Commission may adopt an amendment to the Future Land Use Plan or Mobility Plan by Resolution.
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4. Plan Updates
The purpose of an update to the Plan is to: (1) evaluate the foundations and directions of the Plan; (2) Establish 
new directions, if necessary; and, (3) ensure that the Plan continues to be an effective guide for growth and 
change in Meeker.

It is recommended that a comprehensive review of the Plan be conducted every five (5) years, or as otherwise 
directed by the Planning Commission or town staff. This review will serve as an opportunity to determine 
whether an update to the Plan is warranted. In making such a determination, it will be necessary to consider 
the extent to which local and regional conditions have changed since the Plan was last updated. For instance, 
significant shifts in the local economy, major changes in the cost and/or availability of housing, increases in traffic 
congestion, and/or substantial population growth or decline could indicate that an update to the Plan is needed.

If a plan update is initiated, the town will perform a thorough evaluation of the values, vision, goals, policies, and 
actions set forth in the Plan, as well as the Future Land Use Plan and Mobility Plan. The update will also include a 
thorough review of the background information contained within the Plan and its Appendices.

The process for updating the Plan should include a variety of community engagement activities to ensure ample 
opportunity for the public, elected and appointed officials, area agencies and organizations, and other affected 
interests to offer input and help shape the updated plan. The Meeker Moving Forward planning process serves as 
a template for how to engage the community in future updates to the Plan.

Once an update is complete, the Planning Commission will review the updated Community Master Plan as 
required by the Colorado Revised Statutes (C.R.S.), and by taking into consideration: (1) the extent of public 
involvement in the planning process; (2) recommendations of town staff and/or any outside specialists; and, (3) 
input offered during public hearings for the plan update. 

The Planning Commission may adopt/approve an update to the Plan by passing a Resolution. It is recommended 
that the Town Board also have the opportunity to review the updated Plan and at their discretion, ratify (by 
passage of a Resolution) or accept (by approval of a motion) the Planning Commission’s decision.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE COMMUNITY MASTER PLAN AND LAND USE CODE

The key differences between Meeker’s Community Master Plan and Land Use Code are: (1) the Plan is an 
advisory document intended to guide the town’s policies and decision-making; and, (2) the Land Use Code is a 
regulatory document that sets forth the town’s zoning, development standards, etc. and must be adhered to.

It is important to note that the Community Master Plan is intended to serve as the framework for the town’s 
Land Use Code. Therefore, amending the Land Use Code to align with the values, vision, goals, and policies of the 
Plan is a critical step in working to achieve the community’s desired future.

THE MEEKER MOVING FORWARD (MMF) PLANNING PROCESS

The Community Master Plan is the product of “Meeker Moving Forward (MMF).” MMF, an initiative of the Town 
of Meeker, was, and remains, a community-driven effort focused on engaging all facets of the community in 
shaping the town’s future. The MMF community engagement process worked to understand:

1. What people love and cherish about Meeker (i.e., the community’s values).

2. What type of place people want Meeker to be in the future (i.e., the community’s vision & goals).

3. Ideas that community members have for achieving their aspirations for Meeker (i.e., policies and 
implementation actions).

The MMF process comprised three (3) phases. Each phase had a specific purpose and offered community 
members a variety of opportunities to have their voice heard. Over the course of the MMF planning process, 
hundreds of people provided input. The community’s involvement was essential to the success of the planning 
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process and their input provided the foundation for the Plan’s 
values, vision, goals, policies, and actions. The MMF process is 
described in greater detail below:

The Meeker Moving Forward (MMF) Committee. Community 
involvement was, and will continue to be, essential to the success 
of MMF. To ensure that the MMF planning process was fun, 
interactive, and representative of Meeker’s community, the 
town and its consultant team partnered with a group of local 
leaders. This group, known as the “Meeker Moving Forward 
Committee,” was tasked with guiding the community engagement 
and outreach efforts. The members of the MMF Committee are 
recognized on page i for their invaluable contribution to this 
effort.

Phase I
The purpose of Phase I was to:

• Raise community awareness of historic and current conditions 
in Meeker and trends that could affect the town over the 
coming years.

• Identify:
- What people love/cherish about Meeker (i.e., the 

community’s shared values).
- Meeker’s assets, opportunities, challenges, and needs.

• Craft a draft vision and goals to describe the type of place that 
the community wants Meeker to become over the next 10 to 
15 years.

• Begin exploring ideas for how to achieve the vision and goals 
for Meeker.

A number of engagement activities were incorporated into Phase 
I, which enabled the public to share their input. Those included:

• Meetings with the MMF Committee

• Pop-up events

• Community workshops

• Focus group sessions

• A community survey

• Online engagement via the project website                         
(www.meekermovingforward.com)

Phase II
Phase II of MMF worked to build on the results of Phase I by:

• Refining and finalizing the community’s shared vision and goals 
for Meeker.

• Continuing to identify and explore ideas for how to achieve the 
vision and goals.

1
Phase I | July 2019 - Jan. 2020

- Where is our community at today?
- Where do we want it to be in the 

future?

• MMF Committee Meetings
(June & Sept. 2019)

• Farmer’s Market Pop-Up Event
(July 2019)

• County Fair Pop-Up Event
(Aug. 2019)

• Envision Meeker Workshop
(Sept. 2019)

• Focus Group Sessions
(Sept. 2019)

• Fall Festival Pop-Up Event
(Sept. 2019)

• Community Survey
(Nov. 2019 - Jan. 2020)

• Community Survey Workshop
(Jan. 2020)

• Online Engagement
(July 2019 - Jan. 2020)

2
Phase II | Feb. - Sept. 2020

- How do we get there?

• MMF Committee Meetings
(Feb. & March 2020)

• Design Workshop
(March 2020)

• Action Planning Sessions
(April, June & July 2020)

• Online Engagement
(Jan. - Sept. 2020)

3
Phase III | Sept. - Dec. 2020

- Taking action!

• Initial Draft Plan Review Meeting
(Sept. 2020)

• Revised Draft Plan Review Meeting
(Nov. 2020)

• Planning Commission Hearing
(Dec. 2020)

• Town Board Meeting
(Dec. 2020)

• Online Engagement
(Sept. - Dec. 2020)
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• Exploring the role(s) that Meeker’s neighborhoods play in attaining the community’s desired future. 

• Developing design concepts to illustrate the community’s ideas for key areas in Meeker.

Similar to Phase I, a variety of engagement activities were incorporated into Phase II and provided numerous 
opportunities to share input. Those included:

• Meetings with the MMF Committee

• Community workshops

• Focus group sessions

• Online engagement via the project website

Phase III
The MMF planning process culminated in Phase III. This phase brought together the outcomes of Phase I and II 
by:

• Developing a detailed action plan/implementation matrix for getting things done.

• Preparing the 2020 update to the Meeker Community Master Plan.

• Working with Meeker’s Planning Commission to adopt the Plan as the town’s official guiding document.

• Beginning implementation of the Plan.

The community, again, had several opportunities to be involved in Phase III, including:

• Meetings with the MMF Committee

• A public hearing in front of the Planning Commission

• Online engagement via the project website
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WHAT ARE COMMUNITY VALUES? WHY DO THEY MATTER?

What are “Community Values”? Values are what people care about most in their community - the customs, 
places, people, connections to history, etc. that result in a town’s unique sense of place. They are often timeless 
and do not typically change. Values are important to understand because they define who a community is.

There is no “right” mix of values in a community. Each community develops a unique identity as a result of its 
history and context. The emphasis on certain values defines a community’s desired or existing “community 
culture”. All cultures are driven by a both self-actualization values, the desire for us to thrive individually and as 
a family –our physical, emotional, and financial well-being; as well as by more community-oriented values that 
support a cohesive society - a stable social order supported through respect for tradition, social cohesion, and 
stewardship of our human, spiritual and natural resources.

Why is it important to understand Meeker’s values? Throughout the Meeker Moving Forward planning 
process community members were asked to share what they love or cherish about Meeker. The purpose of this 
line of questioning was to identify the community’s values and in turn, provide an understanding of what makes 
Meeker, Meeker (i.e., Meeker’s identity).

The values identified serve as the foundation for the Plan. They also provide a useful lens through which 
government agencies (i.e., the town), organizations, and individuals can evaluate their decisions and help them 
to maintain what people in Meeker care about most.

Interestingly, research has found that community conflict typically originates from differing priorities placed 
on values, and NOT from people having different values. By understanding the nature of these tensions, a 
community has the ability to have a more informed and deeper dialogue about what is at stake in local decisions, 
the impact of decisions on different community values, and what the trade-offs might be made.

WHAT ARE MEEKER’S COMMUNITY VALUES?
 Our Shared Community Values...

• We value the small-town look, feel and character of our community. Put another way, we value Meeker for 
being a small-town, both in terms of its physical size and its population, that is quiet, peaceful, easy to get 
around and offers a slow-paced, laid-back lifestyle.

• We value being a safe community that allows kids to be kids and offers a great place to raise a family.

• We value our close-knit community of friendly and caring people who support one another.

• We value our access to the outdoors and the abundance of recreational opportunities available to us.

• We value and honor the connections to Meeker’s unique past and heritage.

• We value the amenities and services (schools, the parks & recreation district, the recreation center, town 
parks, the hospital, the library, local broadband/high-speed internet, etc.) in our community and the quality 
of these.

• We value the strong sense of community in Meeker that comes from our town being a place where we 
have connections to family and friends, a place where newcomers are welcome, and a place with events 
and activities that bring us together.

• We value Meeker for being a hidden gem located “off of the beaten path.”

• We value our local climate and the health, cleanliness, and beauty of the nature that surrounds us.
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MAKING DECISIONS BASED ON COMMUNITY VALUES

Important decisions require conscious thinking, information gathering, and careful consideration of trade-offs. 
A thoughtful review of Meeker’s community values (i.e., what the community considers to be most important) 
can help to inform and guide local decision-making. Presented below is an outline of a step-by-step process that 
could be used to help make decisions based on the community’s values:

Step 1: Identify and define the decision to be made. Work to clearly define the nature of the decision that 
needs to be made.

Step 2: Identify and define the alternatives. Identify and define the different paths of action (i.e., alternatives) 
that could be taken in making a decision. Work to list all possible and desirable alternatives.

Step 3: Evaluate the alternatives based on the community’s values. This is a key step in the value-based 
decision-making process. Evaluate the alternatives, identified in Step 2, using the community’s values. In this 
step, it could be helpful to use the following questions to evaluate the alternatives:

• How do the alternatives align with our values?

• How do the alternatives conflict with our values?

• Which values are we not willing to compromise?

• Which values are we willing to compromise? 

Step 4: Take action! Make a decision based on the alternative that is the best fit for the community. After 
evaluating the alternatives, select the alternative that: (1) seems to be best fit for Meeker and the community’s 
values; and, (2) resolves the decision defined in Step 1. In some instances, it might be possible to choose a 
combination of alternatives.
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OVERVIEW OF MEEKER’S OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES

The information presented on the following pages offers an overview of select historic, current, and projected 
conditions and trends in Meeker. These facts highlight some of the key opportunities and challenges that the 
goals, policies, and actions (identified in the Plan) are working to address. Additional data regarding historic, 
current, and projected conditions and trends can be found in the Appendices.

Population Projections Estimate Limited Growth

Estimates Projections Average Annual 
% Change

(2000-2010)

Average Annual 
% Change

(2010-2020)

Average Annual 
% Change

(2020-2030)2000 2010 2020 2030

Town of Meeker 2,234 2,452 2,280 2,394 + 0.7% - 0.03% + 0.4%

Town of Rangely 2,097 2,349 2,288 2,402 + 0.8% + 0.4% + 0.4%

Unincorporated
Rio Blanco County 1,638 1,816 1,747 1,834 + 0.8% - 0.03% + 0.4%

Rio Blanco County 5,969 6,617 6,315 6,631 + 0.8% + 0.01% + 0.4%

Planning Region 111 201,159 247,167 263,523 304,128 + 2.1% + 0.7% + 1.42%
1Planning Region 11 includes: Garfield County; Mesa County; Moffat County; Rio Blanco County; and, Routt County. 

Data Source(s): Colorado State Demography Office

The State Demography Office (SDO) projects that Meeker may experience limited population change over the 
next 10 years. The projections estimate an increase of 114 people between 2020 and 2030 (i.e., a growth rate of 
0.4%). This would account for roughly 36% of the total population increase projected for all of Rio Blanco County 
over that same period. By contrast, total population in Planning Region 11 is anticipated to increase by 40,605 
people, between 2020 and 2030. Meeker’s projected growth would account for 0.3% of the region’s change.

Generational Shifts

% of Rio Blanco County’s 
Estimated & Projected Total 

Population (2010-2035)

Percent Change
(2010-2020)

Percent Change
(2020-2035)

Total Change
(2010-2035)

GENERATION Z
Born after 1997

20.5% (2010)

31.9% (2020)

49.4% (2035)

+ 11.4% + 17.5% + 28.9%

MILLENNIALS
Born between 1981-1996

20.7% (2010)

19.8% (2020)

22.0% (2035)

- 0.9% + 2.2% + 1.3%

GENERATION X
Born between 1965-1980

17.4% (2010)

18.0% (2020)

15.2% (2035)

+ 0.6% - 2.8% - 2.2%

BABY BOOMERS
Born between 1946-1965

28.9% (2010)

23.7% (2020)

12.4% (2035)

- 5.2% - 11.3% - 16.5%

SILENT GENERATION
Born between 1928-1945

10.7% (2010)

6.3% (2020)

1.0% (2035)

- 4.4% - 5.3% - 9.7%

Data Source(s): Colorado State Demography Office; and, Pew Research Center
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Meeker, like many other places in the United States, can expect to see shifts in the generational composition of 
the community over the coming years. This is important to recognize and understand as different generations 
have different wants and needs, which drive decisions about where to live. For example, a 2019 survey1 of 1,000 
“Gen Z’ers” (conducted by Homes.com) found the following to be key factors behind their choosing a place to call 
home:

1. Proximity to Work ...71% 
of respondents

2. Living near Friends and Family ...52% 
of respondents

3. Urban Location ...25% 
of respondents

4. Proximity to Shopping ...24% 
of respondents

5. Access to Nightlife ...12% 
of respondents

In 2018, AARP conducted a similar type of survey (Home and Community Preference Survey2) that found the 
following to be “extremely important” or “very important” to people 50 and older (i.e., Baby Boomers and the 
Silent Generation):

1. Policies that ensure older adults can have an equal opportunity to work for 
as long as they want or need to regardless of their age. 

...66% 
of respondents

2. Jobs adapted to meet the needs of people with disabilities. ...63% 
of respondents

3. Affordable housing options for older adults of varying income levels. ...62% 
of respondents

4. Special transportation services for older adults and people with disabilities. ...61% 
of respondents

5. A range of flexible job opportunities for older adults. ...59% 
of respondents

6. Job training opportunities for older adults who want to learn new job skills 
or get training in a different field of work.

...57% 
of respondents

By working to be a more inclusive, age-friendly community with amenities and services for all ages, Meeker 
should be able to accommodate “aging in place,” as well as the retention and attraction of younger people 
and families. Growing the younger demographic is important as this will be the next generation of workers and 
consumers in Meeker.
Footnotes:
1“A New Generation of Homebuyers is Here: Meet Generation Z”
(https://www.homes.com/blog/2019/06/meet-generation-z/)
1“2018 Home and Community Preferences: A National Survey of Adults Ages 18-Plus.”
(https://www.aarp.org/research/topics/community/info-2018/2018-home-community-preference.html)
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Projected Declines in Rio Blanco County’s Working Age Population

% of Rio Blanco County’s Estimated
& Projected Total Population (2010-2035)

Age Range
2010

(Estimates)
2020

(Projections)
2035

(Projections)
Change

(2010-2020)
Change

(2020-2030)
Total Change

(2010-2030)

Under 16 23.0% 22.3% 21.7% - 0.7% - 0.6% - 1.3%

16-30i 20.0% 17.0% 17.3% - 3.0% + 0.3% - 2.7%

31-64i 44.7% 45.0% 43.7% + 0.3% - 1.3% - 1.0%

65 & Olderii 12.3% 15.7% 17.3% + 3.4% + 1.6% + 5.0%

i16-64 is considered to be the “Working Age Population.”
ii65 & older is considered to be the “Retirement Age Population.”

Data Source(s): Colorado State Demography Office

The table above shows that the percent of Rio Blanco County’s total population considered to be “Working Age” 
(i.e., 16-64 years old), is projected to decline by roughly 3.7% over the next 15 years. By contrast, the percent 
of the total population that falls into the “Retirement Age” (i.e., 65 and older) is projected to increase by 5% 
over that same period. This is concerning as access to skilled and unskilled labor in Meeker is currently a major 
challenge and the projected decrease in the county’s overall working age cohort could further exacerbate this 
issue. Furthermore, the projected increase in retirees could result in greater demands on local businesses and 
services that might struggle to find employees.

Rio Blanco County’s Economic Drivers Might Be Changing

Industries/businesses that sell goods or services outside of a defined area (i.e., a town, a county, etc.) are 
considered the base of a local economy. These “Basic/Base Industries” are responsible for the existence of the 
economy as they bring in dollars from outside of the community. Base industries generate secondary jobs that 
are classified as either “Indirect Basic” or “Local Resident Services.”

Direct Basic Jobs. These jobs bring in dollars from outside the community. In other words, income is derived 
from outside sources, such as the export of goods or services, sales to tourists, etc. Without the continual 
infusion of outside dollars provided by direct basic jobs, money would drain away from the local economy as a 
result of imported goods and services being purchased.

Indirect Basic Jobs. These are jobs in the community that result from basic/base industries purchasing goods or 
services necessary for their operations. For example, ranchers purchasing tires for their vehicles from local tire 
shops.

Local Resident Services Jobs. These jobs, also known as “induced jobs,” are generated as earnings are spent 
locally on goods and services, such as food, recreation, health care and taxes. These jobs include: waiters & 
waitresses; fly fishing guides; public school teachers; and, police officers.

The SDO performs an analysis of base industries for all Colorado counties as part of its efforts to estimate and 
forecast population and employment in the state. The SDO measures direct basic jobs for the following four (4) 
categories:

1. Traditional Base Industries. Agribusiness, mining, manufacturing and state/federal government comprise the 
sectors of “Traditional Base Industries.” These industries have been around for many years (e.g., 100+ years) 
and produce goods that are sold almost entirely outside the region.

2. Regional Center/National Services. These are industries primarily engaged in the provision of services 
to a region or the nation. Industries in this category include: construction; communications; trade & 
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transportation; professional & business services; financial, insurance & real estate services; and, education & 
health services.

3. Tourism. These are industries with activities related to tourism and those that benefit from tourist spending. 
This category includes trip-related expenditures made by visitors, as well as the construction and upkeep of 
second homes.

4. Households. This is a catch-all category. It includes jobs supported by personal income derived from outside 
of the region, such as: dollars that come from transfer payments; money earned at a prior point in time (i.e., 
savings); dollars that commuting workers earn outside of the region but spend locally; and, unearned income 
from assets, such as, dividends, interest and/or rents.

No. of Jobs
(2010)

% of Total 
Employment

(2010)
No. of Jobs

(2018)

% of Total 
Employment

(2018)

Change in 
No. of Jobs
(2010-2018)

Change in 
% of Total 

Employment
(2010-2018)

Direct Basic Jobs 2,418 59.0% 2,484 66.7% + 66 + 7.7%

Indirect Basic Jobs 238 35.2% 233 27.1% - 5 - 8.1%

Local Resident Services Jobs 1,441 5.8% 1,009 6.3% - 432 + 0.5%

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT (ALL INDUSTRIES) 4,101 100% 3,725 100% -376 -

Data Source(s): Colorado State Demography Office

Between 2010 and 2018, Rio Blanco County saw a modest increase in the number of Direct Basic Jobs (+ 66 
jobs), while at the same time a decrease in Indirect Basic Jobs (- 5 jobs) and Local Resident Services Jobs ( - 432 
jobs). The increase in Direct Basic Jobs over this 8-year period is a positive sign, as there are more jobs bringing 
in dollars from outside of the county. If growth in Direct Basic Jobs continues into the future, there is a strong 
likelihood that the county will also experience an increase in Local Resident Services Jobs and potentially Indirect 
Basic Jobs.  

No. of Jobs
(2010)

% of Total 
Employment

(2010)
No. of Jobs

(2018)

% of Total 
Employment

(2018)

Change in 
No. of Jobs
(2010-2018)

Change in 
% of Total 

Employment
(2010-2018)

Traditional Base Industries 1,582 38.6% 1,288 34.6% - 294 - 4.0%

Regional Center/National Services 431 10.5% 415 11.1% - 16 + 0.6%

Tourism 301 7.3% 252 6.8% - 49 - 0.5%

Households 104 2.5% 529 14.2% + 425 + 11.7%

Data Source(s): Colorado State Demography Office

Employment in the Direct Basic Jobs - Households category saw a substantial uptick (+ 423 jobs and + 11.7% of 
total employment in Rio Blanco County) from 2010 to 2018. As shown in the table on the following page, this is 
likely attributable to the increase in employment in the Retirees, Transfer Payments (aka Public Assistance), and 
Other Household Income sub-categories.

Unlike the Households category, Traditional Base Industries, Regional Center/National Services, and Tourism 
experienced decreases in job numbers between 2010 and 2018. Employment in Traditional Base Industries 
declined the most during this period (- 294 jobs). This is likely a result of Mining jobs (e.g., mining operations, 
mining support activities, quarries, and, oil & gas wells) shrinking from 820 in 2010 (20% of Direct Basic Jobs) to 
480 in 2018 (12.9% of Direct Basic Jobs).

Although total employment in the Traditional Base Industries and Regional Center/National Services categories 
declined between 2010 and 2018, some sub-categories (e.g., Agribusiness) experienced slight growth in jobs 
during this same time-frame. The following table presents data for the Direct Basic Job industries that grew from 
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2010 to 2018. Growth in these industries could be indicative of shifts in Rio Blanco County’s economic drivers 
and are important to consider in any economic development efforts that the Town of Meeker undertakes.

No. of Jobs
(2010)

% of Total 
Employment

(2010)
No. of Jobs

(2018)

% of Total 
Employment

(2018)

Change in 
No. of Jobs
(2010-2018)

Change in 
% of Total 

Employment
(2010-2018)

TRADITIONAL BASE INDUSTRIES

Agribusiness 358 8.7% 415 11.1% + 57 + 2.4%

Government (Federal/State)
(Includes Federal/State ownerships regardless of 
activity; higher education; and, military activities)

352 8.6% 357 9.6% + 5 + 1.0%

REGIONAL CENTER/NATIONAL SERVICES
Education & Health Services
(Includes private education and health care services) 291 7.1% 324 8.7% + 33 + 1.6%

HOUSEHOLDS
Retirees
(Earnings and employment associated with retiree 
expenditures on local resident services)

201 4.9% 342 9.2% + 141 + 4.3%

Transfer Payments (aka Public Assistance)
(Medicaid; Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC); 
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP); 
and, Unemployment Insurance Compensation)

63 1.5% 88 2.4% + 25 + 0.9%

Other Household Income
(Earnings and employment associated with unearned 
income received from dividends, interest and rents)

65 1.6% 119 3.2% + 54 + 1.6%

Data Source(s): Colorado State Demography Office

Projected Changes in Select Industry Employment

Industry
Estimated Total 

Employment
(2018)

Projected Total 
Employment

(2028)

Projected Change In
Total Employment

(2018-2028)

Accommodation & Food Services 27,983 32,426 + 4,443

Health Care & Social Assistance 11,069 14,396 + 3,327

Construction 11,205 14,036 + 2,831

Arts, Entertainment & Recreation 11,078 13,153 + 2,075

Administrative & Support & Waste 
Management & Remediation Services 6,691 7,972 + 1,281

Professional, Scientific & Technical Services 4,949 6,147 + 1,198

Educational Services 8,350 6,940 - 1,410

Utilities 954 915 - 39

Federal Government 1,040 1,002 - 38

Information 967 941 - 26

Data Source(s): Colorado Department of Labor & Employment; and, Labor Market Information
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The Colorado Department of Labor and Employment (CDLE) offers projections for industry employment in Rio 
Blanco County between 2018 through 2028. The table on the previous page presents select projections for 
industries in the county. 

According to the CDLE’s projections, the following industries are anticipated to experience the most substantial 
job growth over the next decade (i.e., 2018 to 2028): (1) Accommodation & Food Services (+ 4,443 jobs); 
(2) Health Care & Social Assistance (+ 3,327 jobs); (3) Construction (+ 2,831 jobs); (4) Arts, Entertainment & 
Recreation (+ 2,075 jobs); (5) Administrative & Support & Waste Management & Remediation Services (+ 1,281 
jobs); and, (6) Professional, Scientific & Technical Services (+ 1,198).

By contrast, the following industries are projected to experience decreases in employment: (1) Educational 
Services (- 1,410 jobs); (2) Utilities (- 39 jobs); (3) Federal Government (- 38 jobs); and, (4) Information (- 26 jobs).

Identifying and understanding local industries that may grow or decline over the coming years can help to inform 
and guide the town’s economic development efforts.

Opportunities For Industry Specialization

A location quotient (LQ) is an analytical statistic that measures a region’s industry concentration relative to a 
larger geographic area. In this case the region is Rio Blanco County and the larger geographic area is the State of 
Colorado. An LQ is computed as an industry’s share of a regional total for some economic statistic divided by the 
industry’s share of the state’s total for the same statistic.

LQs are numerical values above zero. Industries in Rio Blanco County with LQ values greater than 1.0 have a 
higher relative employment concentration when compared to Colorado as a whole. This can indicate that the 
industry is an exporter of goods or services. An LQ value equal to 1.0 means that the share of employment in 
the industry in the county is equal to the share of that industry’s employment statewide. By contrast, industries 
in Rio Blanco County with an LQ value less than 1.0 have a lower relative employment concentration when 
compared to the rest of the state. An LQ value under 1.0 can also indicate that the industry in the county is likely 
to be driven by the consumption of goods or services.

Location Quotient (LQ) Change in LQ
(2000-2019)Industry 2000 2010 2019

Mining 31.62 23.16 17.54 - 14.08

Utilities 3.01 2.43 3.1 + 0.9

Public Administration 2.68 2.19 2.69 + 0.1

Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting 1.58 1.98 1.98 + 0.4

Arts, Entertainment & Recreation 1.42 1.16 1.79 + 0.37

Educational Services 2.08 1.03 1.29 - 0.79

Construction 0.85 1.33 1.13 + 0.28

Data Source(s): Colorado Department of Labor & Employment; and, Labor Market Information

When compared to the state as a whole, Rio Blanco County (in 2019) has a higher relative concentration of jobs 
in: (1) Mining (LQ: 17.54); (2) Utilities (LQ: 3.1); (3) Public Administration (LQ: 2.69); (4) Agriculture, Forestry, 
Fishing & Hunting (LQ: 1.98); Arts, Entertainment & Recreation (LQ: 1.79); Educational Services (LQ: 1.29); and, 
Construction (LQ: 1.13).
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Declines in mining jobs between 2000 and 2019 have reduced the degree to which Rio Blanco County has a 
concentrated cluster of the industry. The concentration of educational services jobs has also declined between 
2000 and 2019, which is assumed to be the result of a loss of jobs in this industry. Utilities, Public Administration, 
Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing & Hunting, Arts, Entertainment & Recreation, and Construction have experienced 
an increase in their relative concentration between 2000 and 2019.

A Local Economy Influenced By Boom/Bust Cycles and Seasonal Fluctuations

Meeker’s economy has, and continues to be, susceptible to the boom/bust cycles of natural resource extraction 
industries, as well as seasonal tourism fluctuations. As Meeker moves into the future it will be important for 
the community to work on developing a more resilient, diverse, and year-round economy in order to lessen the 
affect of the ebbs and flows of select industries.

With plentiful public lands, abundant oil, natural gas, coal and sodium bicarbonate reserves, and a skilled local 
workforce, Rio Blanco County should anticipate continued investment in natural resource extraction industries. 
However, many of these industries are subject to factors outside of the county’s/town’s control and therefore, 
boom/bust cycles need to be anticipated and addressed via Meeker’s economic development efforts.

“Retail Leakage” Results in Lost Business and Tax Revenues

In 2019, RPI Consulting, LLC performed an analysis of the retail market in the Town of Meeker, as well as the 
retail market for the “Meeker Market Area.” The Meeker Market Area is described as the area that includes the 
Town of Meeker, as well as the portions of unincorporated Rio Blanco County roughly within thirty (30) miles of 
Meeker. This is the area in which the majority of Meeker’s customers live and these residents provide Meeker 
with its year-round sales.

RPI’s study found that there are a number of retail categories with “leakage.” Leakage indicates that resident 
needs are not being met locally. In other words, residents are shopping outside of Meeker and/or are shopping 
online. Retail leakage represents opportunities for: (1) existing businesses to expand and diversify their offerings; 
and, (2) new businesses to open in order to satisfy local demands. The following table provides an overview of 
the types of businesses in the Town of Meeker and the Meeker Market Area that are experiencing leakage.

Business Type

Town of 
Meeker
Leakage

Meeker
Market Area 

Leakage Retail Category Description
Motor Vehicle & 
Parts Dealers $0 $3,827,958 Automobile Dealers; Other Motor Vehicle Dealers (ex. RV, Motorcycle, 

ATV, Boat); Auto Parts; Accessories; and, Tire Stores.

Furniture & Home 
Furnishings Stores $875,314 $1,491,754

Household Furniture; Baby Furniture; Outdoor Furniture; Office 
Furniture; Flooring; Window Coverings; Bath Shops; Kitchen Ware; 
Linens; Glassware; China; and, Picture Frame Stores.

Electronics & Appliance 
Stores $883,816 $1,520,363

Household Appliances; Appliance Repair; Sewing Machines; Vacuums; 
TVs; Stereo Equipment; Computer Stores; Photography Equipment; 
Mobile Phones; and, Video Games.

Building Materials, 
Garden Equipment & 
Supply Stores

$390,515 $1,284,254 Home Centers; Paint & Wallpaper Stores; Hardware Stores; Outdoor 
Power Equipment; Nurseries; Garden Centers; and, Farm Supply.

Food & Beverage Stores $3,594,978 $2,615,293
Grocery Stores; Supermarkets; Meat Markets; Fish/Seafood; Fruits 
and Vegetables; Baked Goods; Confections and Nuts; Spices; Gourmet 
Foods; Dairy; Coffee and Tea; and, Beer, Wine & Liquor Stores.

Health & Personal Care 
Stores $42,488 $1,632,291 Pharmacies/Drug Stores; Cosmetics; Beauty Supplies; Optical Goods; 

Health Supplements; Hearing Aids; and, Home Medical Equipment.
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Business Type

Town of 
Meeker
Leakage

Meeker
Market Area 

Leakage Retail Category Description
Clothing & Clothing 
Accessories Stores $702,254 $1,413,612 Clothing; Clothing Accessories; Wig Stores; Neckwear; Costume Shops; 

Bridal Stores; Swimwear; Uniform Supply; and, Shoe Retailers.

General Merchandise 
Stores $3,957,344 $7,274,181

Department Stores excluding Leased Departments (ex. Stores with 
multiple consumer merchandise lines, and Non-discount department 
Stores); and, Other General Merchandise Stores (ex. Dollar Stores, 
General Stores, Catalog Showrooms, and Variety Stores).

Miscellaneous Store 
Retailers $374,302 $1,246,717 Florists; Office Supplies; Stationery & Gift Stores; Used Merchandise 

Stores; and, Other Miscellaneous Store Retailers.

Nonstore Retailers $491,546 $913,187
Internet and Catalog Retail; Vending Machine Operations; and, Direct 
Selling Establishments (i.e., Merchandise Sold Direct to Customer Via 
In-House, Truck Sales, and Portable Stalls).

TOTALS $11,312,557 $23,219,610

Data Source(s): 2019 Market Analysis and Opportunity Assessment

“Retail Surplus” Helps to Offset Retail Leakage

RPI Consulting’s 2019 study found that in addition to retail leakage, there are also retail surpluses that exist 
because sales within the Town of Meeker/the Meeker Market Area exceed the spending (demand) generated by 
the town’s residents/the residents of the Meeker Market Area.

Surpluses are likely the result of regional residents, passers through and/or tourists making purchases at Meeker 
businesses/businesses in the Meeker Market Area, which result in sales exceeding the local demand.  The 
following table offers information regarding the business in the Town of Meeker/the Meeker Market Area that 
experience surpluses.

Business Type
Town of Meeker

Demand
Town of Meeker

Sales
Town of Meeker

Surplus
Meeker Market 
Area Demand

Meeker Market 
Area Sales

Meeker Market 
Area Surplus

Motor Vehicle & 
Parts Dealers $6,875,264 $7,698,727 $823,463 - - -

Gasoline Stations $3,025,659 $9,616,095 $6,590,436 $5,409,148 $16,263,305 $10,854,157

Sporting Goods, 
Hobby, Book & 
Music Stores

$1,006,276 $1,781,956 $775,680 $1,746,674 $2,059,592 $312,918

Food Services & 
Drinking Places $2,758,261 $3,522,251 $763,990 $4,699,089 $5,010,160 $311,071

TOTALS $13,665,460 $22,619,029 $8,953,569 $11,854,911 $23,333,057 $11,478,146

Data Source(s): 2019 Market Analysis and Opportunity Assessment

By comparing the Town of Meeker’s retail surplus ($8,953,569) with its retail leakage ($11,312,557), it is found 
that the surplus sales in Meeker help to offset a significant portion of the sales lost to leakage. However, there 
is still a net loss in sales of around $2,358,988. Moreover, the net loss in sales for the Meeker Market Area is 
approximately $11,741,464.
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Several Factors Influence People’s Decision to Shop Outside of Meeker 

The 2019 Meeker Community Survey asked several questions aimed at gathering feedback from the community 
about their shopping habits. Key findings from the 400 or so responses to these questions include:

My household does 50% or less of its shopping in Meeker. ...68% 
of respondents

Top 2 Reasons People Chose to Shop Outside of Meeker...
1. Unable to find the products and/or services that I need in Meeker.

2. Can find lower prices for goods and/or services outside of Meeker.

The results of RPI Consulting’s study and the Meeker Community Survey indicate that there could be a number 
of opportunities for local businesses and/or entrepreneurs to offer goods and/or services that the community 
currently shops for outside of Meeker.

High-Quality Infrastructure and Services to Support Economic Growth

Avg. 
Download Speed

Comparison to 
Statewide Avg. 

Download Speed
(73.5 Mbps)

Comparison to 
Nationwide Avg. 
Download Speed

(65.4 Mbps)
Avg. Cost 
per Mbps

Approximate Percent of 
Residents With Access to 

Multiple Wired ISPs
Town of Meeker 128.5 Mbps + 55 Mbps + 63.1 Mbps $0.59 63%
City of Steamboat Springs 55.5 Mbps - 18 Mbps - 9.9 Mbps $0.67 80%

City of Glenwood Springs 97.0 Mbps + 23.5 Mbps + 31.6 Mbps $0.62 81%

City of Grand Junction 52.2 Mbps - 21.3 Mbps - 13.2 Mbps $0.49 96%

City of Boulder 109.1 Mbps + 35.6 Mbps + 43.7 Mbps $0.53 90%

City of Denver 70.2 Mbps - 3.3 Mbps + 4.8 Mbps Data Not 
Available 96%

Data Source(s): Broadbandnow.com

Meeker benefits from outstanding high-speed fiber optic broadband infrastructure, which is an essential 
asset for technology firms, telecommuters, and other location-neutral businesses and occupations. Meeker’s 
broadband sets it apart from many other Colorado communities and the town could capitalize on this by using it 
to attract technology firms, telecommuters and other location-neutral industries.

A Community With A Great Quality of Life and Terrific Amenities

Meeker has a great quality of life and a number of outstanding amenities (e.g., Pioneers Medical Center, the 
recreation center, schools, Meeker Airport, high-speed internet, the White River, trails, history, and natural 
scenery) for a community its size. According to recent studies1,2, many of these attributes are what people and 
businesses are looking for in a place to locate to.
Footnotes:
1“Place Value: How Communities Attract, Grow and Keep Jobs and Talent in the Rocky Mountain West.”
(https://communitybuilders.org/uploads/Reports/PlaceValue_11lowresa.pdf)
1“Rural Economic Resiliency in Colorado: Study of Factors Impacting Resiliency.”
(https://choosecolorado.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Resiliency-StudyUpdated.pdf)
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A Natural Setting That Offers A Variety of Outdoor Recreation Opportunities

Meeker is surrounded by a variety of outdoor recreation opportunities that draw tourist to the area and present 
a variety of opportunities to grow the town’s tourism and outdoor recreation industries

Meeker also has a strategic opportunity to attract outdoor recreation businesses, such as archery equipment 
manufacturers, fly fishing equipment manufacturers, and gun/ammunition manufacturers.

Meeker Has A Shortage of Quality For-Sale Housing

There is a shortage of quality for-sale housing in Meeker due to an aging housing stock and lack of new 
construction. As a result, many would be buyers are being pushed into the rental market. Specifically, middle- 
and higher-income households are choosing to rent though they could afford to purchase a home.

Potential to Accommodate A Variety of Housing Options At A Range Of Price Points

Cascadia Partners developed several housing prototypes to inform discussions about housing in Meeker. The 
purpose of this work was to illustrate the costs associated with constructing different types of new housing in 
Meeker, as well as the “affordability” of those housing options. Some of the housing options analyzed currently 
exist in Meeker, while others do not as a result of economic and/or regulatory factors. The results of this work 
are presented on the following pages.

It is important to note that land acquisition costs were not factored into the sales price of the different housing 
options and that the following key assumptions were made:

Cost Type Cost Target Rate of Return

Ha
rd

 C
os

ts Residential Detached Construction $120-$130 per SF Return Type Target Rate
Residential Attached Construction $135-$150 per SF Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 10%

Garage-to-Accessory Dwelling 
(ADU) Conversion $80 per SF Cash-on-Cash Return 10%

So
ft 

Co
st

s

Cost Type % of Hard Costs
Impact Fees 3-5%

Property Taxes 1.5%

Other Soft Costs
(e.g., Architect, Engineer, etc.) 10-20%

The following table presents an analysis of six (6) housing options (new construction). This information is to be 
used to inform and guide discussions around the future of housing in Meeker and the types of housing that 
should be accommodated in the town’s Land Use Code.

Housing Type No. of 
Units Unit Size Sales Price 

(Min.)
Mortgage

Payment (Min.)
Who In Meeker Can Afford 

This Type of Housing?
% of Area Median Income 
(AMI) for 2-Person Family

Large Lot
Single-Family Home

1 2,400 SF $400,000 $2,267/
month

• Oil and Gas Worker
(Income: $77,293/year)

109%

Small Lot
Single-Family Home

1 1,400 SF $280,000 $1,587/
month

• Oil and Gas Worker
(Income: $77,293/year)

• Truck Driver
(Income: $56,310/year)

85%
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Housing Type No. of 
Units Unit Size Sales Price 

(Min.)
Mortgage

Payment (Min.)
Who In Meeker Can Afford 

This Type of Housing?
% of Area Median Income 
(AMI) for 2-Person Family

Townhomes 4 1,200 SF $225,000 $1,275/
month

• Oil and Gas Worker
(Income: $77,293/year)

• Truck Driver
(Income: $56,310/year)

• IT Specialist
(Income: $42,166/year)

76%

Cottage Court 5 900 SF $180,000 $1,020/
month

• Oil and Gas Worker
(Income: $77,293/year)

• Truck Driver
(Income: $56,310/year)

• IT Specialist
(Income: $42,166/year)

• Insurance Agent
(Income: $37,014/year)

61%

Small Apartment 
Building (8-plex)

8 575 SF N/A $855/
monthly

rent (min.)

• Oil and Gas Worker
(Income: $77,293/year)

• Truck Driver
(Income: $56,310/year)

• IT Specialist
(Income: $42,166/year)

• Insurance Agent
(Income: $37,014/year)

51%

Garage-to-Accessory 
Dwelling Unit (ADU) 
Conversion

1 650 SF N/A $550/
monthly

rent (min.)

• Oil and Gas Worker
(Income: $77,293/year)

• Truck Driver
(Income: $56,310/year)

• IT Specialist
(Income: $42,166/year)

• Insurance Agent
(Income: $37,014/year)

38%

Large Lot Single-Family Home. Large lot single family homes are a common 
housing type in Meeker. They typically exist on lots larger than 7,500 square 
feet and feature 3 or more bedrooms. Newly constructed homes tend to be 
affordable only to the highest paid workers in Meeker.

Small Lot Single-Family Home. Small lot single family homes are less common 
than those on larger lots. These homes are typically smaller in total square 
footage and exist on smaller lots closer to Meeker’s downtown. While 
somewhat more affordable, they are still out of reach for many Meeker 
residents.
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Townhomes. Townhomes have not been built in Meeker for some time, though 
some examples do exist. Townhomes typically feature common walls and 
smaller units.

Cottage Court. Cottage court developments are clusters of smaller detached 
homes on a single lot with common space between. While increasingly 
common, this type of development has yet to be done in Meeker. Given the 
smaller unit sizes, these type of development provides housing that is more 
affordable than other types of detached homes.

Small Apartment Building (e.g., 8-plex). Small apartment buildings, such as the 
example shown, could provide traditional multi-family housing or assisted living 
for seniors. Small, relatively affordable apartments could be feasible in Meeker, 
but would require changes to the local zoning ordinance to be built.

Garage-to-Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Conversion. Conversion of existing 
detached or attached garages to dwelling units is a low-cost way to increase 
housing supply.  These conversions can be easily financed by homeowners and 
undertaken by local contractors.  Such units need very low rents to provide a 
financial benefit to homeowners.

What is Area Median Income (AMI)? Every year, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), 
produces estimates of area median income (AMI) by household size for every county in the United States. The 
2020 AMI for Rio Blanco County is $83,400. This measure helps to define the types of housing that are affordable 
to different levels of income, as well as different family types.

HUD Income Limits for Rio Blanco County, CO (by AMI and Family Size)

AMI 1-Person Family 2-Person Family 3-Person Family 4-Person Family
30%
(Extremely Low Income Limits) $17,500 $20,000 $22,500 $26,200 

50%
(Very Low Income Limits) $29,200 $33,400 $37,550 $41,700 

80%
(Low Income Limits) $46,700 $53,400 $60,050 $66,700 

100% $58,375 $66,750 $75,063 $83,375 

Data Source(s): U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
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Affordable Rents and Mortgage Payments for Rio Blanco County, CO (by AMI and Family Size)

AMI 1-Person Family 2-Person Family 3-Person Family 4-Person Family
30%
(Extremely Low Income Limits) $438 $500 $563 $655 

50%
(Very Low Income Limits) $730 $835 $939 $1,043 

80%
(Low Income Limits) $1,168 $1,335 $1,501 $1,668 

100% $1,459 $1,669 $1,877 $2,084 

Data Source(s): U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

Affordable Housing Prices in Rio Blanco County, CO (by AMI and Family Size)

AMI 1-Person Family 2-Person Family 3-Person Family 4-Person Family
30%
(Extremely Low Income Limits) $77,185 $88,212 $99,238 $115,558 

50%
(Very Low Income Limits) $128,789 $147,314 $165,618 $183,922 

80%
(Low Income Limits) $205,975 $235,526 $264,856 $294,187 

100% $257,469 $294,407 $331,073 $367,734 

Data Source(s): U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
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1

What Type of Place Will Meeker 
Be In the Future?

2

3

4

5

Embracing Our Past 

Planning For Our Future

+ The Community’s Vision for Meeker
+ Goals, Policies, and Priority Actions
+ Future Land Use Plan
+ Mobility Plan
+ Area Specific Concepts

- Downtown Meeker and Main Street
- The Market Street (SH-13) Corridor
- The Meeker Airport and Pioneers Medical Center Area
- Ute Park
- The White River Corridor
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THE COMMUNITY’S VISION FOR MEEKER

The vision for Meeker reflects what people value about Meeker and embodies what the community aspires to be. 
The vision paints a picture of the type of place that the community wants Meeker to be in 10-15 years. The vision 
also serves as an organizing framework for the goals, policies, and actions identified in the Plan.

VISION FOR MEEKER

Nestled in the White River Valley, Meeker, Colorado is a small town off the beaten path that embodies the 
best of what rural Colorado has to offer. It is a community that knows its values, has a clear vision for the 
future and actively works to achieve its aspirations by pursuing these guiding principles:

1. People from around the globe are drawn to Meeker for its small-town charm, unique history, western 
heritage, outdoor experiences and quality of life enjoyed by its residents. The historic downtown is 
the heart of the community, a place where people come together to interact, conduct business, play, 
celebrate arts and culture, and experience one-of-a-kind qualities that only Meeker offers.

2. Meeker is a safe, age-friendly community with excellent schools, responsive local government, quality 
recreation amenities and health care facilities making it a great place to live, raise a family, and age in 
place.

3. Meeker’s government welcomes and encourages active involvement in the local decision-making 
process to ensure that the town is responsive to its citizen’s needs and is working to achieve the 
community’s vision and goals. As the county seat, our community enjoys partnerships, active 
collaboration and coordination among municipal, county, state, and federal agencies.

4. Meeker is a clean, tidy and aesthetically pleasing town that works to preserve and celebrate 
connections to our past.

5. Meeker’s slow to moderate growth and thoughtfully crafted plans for the future, allows our community 
to evolve and prosper while at the same time preserving what it is people love about living here.

6. A variety of safe, quality housing options at a range of price points create attractive neighborhoods in 
Meeker and offer reasonable opportunities for a diverse population to live here.

7. High-quality facilities, infrastructure, and utilities support our quality of life and enable Meeker to 
thrive.

8. A strong, stable and diverse economy, rooted in local heritage and key industries, provides a variety of 
opportunities to prosper in Meeker.

9. Our community embraces the area’s natural beauty and pristine outdoor environment and works to 
sustain those qualities for future generations.

10. Year-round recreation opportunities in Meeker appeal to locals and visitors, enhance our quality of life 
and bolster our economy.

11. The compact nature of our town and interconnected system of streets, sidewalks, trails, and paths 
enables people of all ages and abilities to safely, conveniently and comfortably move around Meeker.
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GOALS, POLICIES, AND PRIORITY ACTIONS

The goals and policies of the Plan work to support the community’s vision for Meeker. They do not recommend 
specific actions or solutions for Meeker; rather, they describe a strategic focus and direction for the town.

By contrast, the priority actions presented on the following pages do recommend specific projects and programs. 
These actions are the community’s top priority and are to be pursued within the next 0 to 5 years. Additional 
information about priority actions can be found in the Action Plan (refer to Chapter 5).

1. Arts and Culture

>> GOAL 1.A: Meeker offers numerous opportunities to experience culture, arts and history.  

Policy 1.A.1: Local arts, culture and history are recognized as important economic drivers in 
Meeker.

Policy 1.A.2: Support efforts to publicly showcase Meeker’s culture, arts, and history.

Policy 1.A.3: Support the Rio Blanco County Historical Society’s efforts to develop a heritage 
campus in downtown Meeker.

>> GOAL 1.B: The community continues to actively work to preserve, enhance and promote our rich and unique 
history, as well as our western heritage.

Policy 1.B.1: Historic preservation is recognized as a valuable tool for protecting historic sites and 
structures in and around Meeker.

Policy 1.B.2: Support local efforts to preserve and enhance historic sites and structures in and 
around Meeker.

>> GOAL 1.C: Robust local art programs nurture a diverse community of artists that work in various art forms 
including visual, performing, literary, healing, and culinary arts.

Policy 1.C.1: Support efforts to expand and enhance local arts programs.

>> GOAL 1.D: The talents of Meeker’s burgeoning arts community are showcased in a variety of ways throughout 
town.

Policy 1.D.1: Support and encourage the display of local artist works throughout Meeker.

2. Community Services

>> GOAL 2.A: Our community continues working to provide amenities, services and activities that meet the needs 
of all who live here, particularly local youth, older adults, and families. 

Policy 2.A.1: Encourage input and efforts from the community on amenities, services, and 
activities desired to meet the needs of Meeker’s residents.

Policy 2.A.2: Work to incorporate amenities and activities for youth, families and older adults.

>> GOAL 2.B: Our excellent local school system continues to serve as a cornerstone of Meeker being a great place 
to raise a family.

Policy 2.B.1: Continue to support the RE-1 School District and the top-notch education that it 
offers our community.
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>> GOAL 2.C: The expansion of post K-12 educational and training opportunities enables our young people to stay 
in Meeker and gain the knowledge and skills to be successful in their chosen careers.

Policy 2.C.1: Support efforts to bring higher education opportunities and/or training programs to 
Meeker.

Policy 2.C.2: Support and encourage creative thinking about what institutional higher education, 
trade schools, public/private employer training programs, etc. might look like in 
Meeker.

>> GOAL 2.D: Local solutions for childcare services put Meeker at the forefront of communities working to address 
this challenge.

Policy 2.D.1: Support innovative and creative solutions for addressing local childcare challenges.

>> GOAL 2.E: High-quality public services in our community enable our town to remain a safe and special place for 
all who call Meeker home.

Policy 2.E.1: It is recognized that high-quality public services support Meeker’s quality of life and 
make our community a safe and special place for all to live.

Policy 2.E.2: Our community plans for growth and change by analyzing existing operational levels 
and planning for and implementing efficient and cost-effective improvements.

Priority Action 
2.E.1:

Create a long-range (e.g., 5-10 years) Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) with broad-
based input to ensure provision of high-quality facilities, infrastructure, utilities, and 
public services to Meeker’s community. 

If feasible, incorporate costs associated with: (1) new or upgraded recreation facilities 
and parks, specifically the town parks at 11th Street and 12th Street; (2) mobility 
enhancement projects (refer to pages 49-50); and, (3) community gateway design 
and construction into the CIP. 

The CIP is to be used in the town’s annual budget process and is to be reviewed/
updated on as needed basis.

3. Collaboration and Civic Involvement

>> GOAL 3.A: Meeker’s government is accessible, welcomes participation and involvement, responsive, 
accountable, and fair to all facets of our community. 

Policy 3.A.1: Offer meaningful opportunities for residents, business owners, entrepreneurs, special 
interest groups, etc. to:

• Engage with town staff and government officials.

• Participate in the local decision-making process

Policy 3.A.2: Recognize that members of our community may not have time to participate in 
traditional governmental processes (e.g., public meetings) therefore, Meeker 
supports the use of innovative approaches to community outreach and engagement.

>> GOAL 3.B: Partnerships, collaboration, and coordination among public and private entities enable Meeker to 
maintain focus, efficiency and efficacy in our efforts to implement our vision and goals.

Policy 3.B.1: Meeker recognizes that to accomplish larger community objectives involvement of 
public and private entities is critical because the town government cannot do it all.
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Policy 3.B.2: Collaboration with the ERBM Recreation & Park District, Rio Blanco County, the 
Bureau of Land Management, Colorado Parks and Wildlife, US Forest Service, 
community organizations, and other stakeholder groups is essential to achieving 
collective and successful solutions to complex issues.

>> GOAL 3.C: Maintain opportunities to get involved, share a voice and influence the decisions that affect our 
community. More people and new voices are participating on local boards, commissions, advocacy 
groups, etc. and helping our community to achieve its vision and goals.

Policy 3.C.1: Welcome new voices to be represented on the town board, planning commission and 
other community service boards, commissions, organizations, etc.

Policy 3.C.2: Respect those who have contributed their time to participate on the town board, 
planning commission, etc. 

Priority Action 
3.C.1:

Actively advertise for vacancies on the Town Board, Planning Commission, and other 
town boards/committees using a variety of communication channels (e.g., the town’s 
website, social media, email lists, local newspaper, etc.).

Establish an on-boarding process that offers training, access to relevant documents, 
and other information to new Trustees, Planning Commissioners, and other board 
members so that they can be successful in their service to the community.

>> GOAL 3.D: Local youth have opportunities to develop ownership of, and influence over, Meeker’s future.

Policy 3.D.1: Support efforts to engage local schools, local youth groups/programs, etc. in the local 
decision-making process.

Priority Action 
3.D.1:

Facilitate youth participation in local decision-making by pursuing options such as:

• Establishing a Youth Advisory Committee (YAC) that offers recommendations to the 
Town Board.

• Involving young adults in the implementation of projects identified in the Meeker 
Community Plan.

>> GOAL 3.E: Meeker actively participates in county, regional and/or state planning efforts to preserve our values 
and promote community interests.

Policy 3.E.1: The town is actively engaged in county, regional, and/or state planning efforts for 
transportation, housing, public health, hazard mitigation, and public lands.

4. Community Appearance/Aesthetics

>> GOAL 4.A: Local policies, regulations and enforcement efforts support and encourage the maintenance and 
enhancement of our community’s physical appearance.

>> GOAL 4.B: Community beautification efforts continue to enhance Meeker’s allure.

Policy 4.B.1: Support efforts to enhance community aesthetics. It is recognized that the physical 
appearance of Meeker offers people a first impression of the town and should 
demonstrate that residents care deeply about the community.
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IMAGINING MARKET STREET (SH-13)
ENHANCEMENTS

The adjacent illustrations depict potential enhancements 
(e.g., street trees, parking lot screening, creative lighting, 
pedestrian-scale dark-sky lighting, and sidewalks) that could 
be made to improve the aesthetics and “walkability” (i.e., 
connections, comfort, and safety for pedestrians) of the 
Market Street (SH-13) corridor.

These enhancements could also serve to improve the 
environment for businesses along Market Street (SH-13) and 
encourage private investment in this part of Meeker.

Refer to pages 54-55 for additional ideas for how to improve 
the aesthetics and function of the Market Street corridor. 

PRESERVATION & ENHANCEMENT OF MEEKER’S HISTORICAL ASSETS

Meeker has a number of historic assets both within and around town. Refer to the Appendices for a map of these historic 
buildings and sites. The Meeker Hotel is one example of a historic asset. The illustration above offers some ideas for how this 
historic building might benefit from some enhancements (e.g., façade improvements, outdoor seating, and flower pots).
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>> GOAL 4.C: Meeker’s streetscapes:
• Offer a positive impression of our community.
• Support safe, comfortable and convenient walking, biking and driving.
• Embrace creative and innovative design features.
• Support local efforts to keep Meeker clean and attractive.
• Reflect our town’s unique character.

Policy 4.C.1: Support efforts to enhance Meeker’s streetscapes.

Policy 4.C.2: When feasible, utilize temporary streetscape improvements (i.e., Tactical Urbanism) 
in order to provide the community with the opportunity to evaluate and provide 
feedback on the proposed improvements before they are made permanent.

Policy 4.C.3: The Mobility Plan (refer to pages 49-50) serves as the master plan for Meeker’s 
streetscapes. 

>> GOAL 4.D: Community efforts to preserve and enhance historic buildings and sites in and around Meeker, 
enable us to stay connected to our past and strengthen our local economy.

Policy 4.D.1: Support efforts to preserve and enhance historic buildings and sites in and around 
Meeker.

>> GOAL 4.E: Community gateways at the entrances to Meeker create a sense of arrival and welcome people to 
our town.

5. Growth, Planning, and Design

>> GOAL 5.A: Growing at a slow to moderate rate, Meeker is a flourishing community that works to ensure that 
new growth and development is aligned with the community’s vision and goals and will positively 
affect the town.

Policy 5.A.1: Meeker’s community values are used to inform decisions regarding local growth and 
development.

Priority Action 
5.A.1: 

Review Meeker’s policies, fees, and regulations to ensure that:

• New growth and development:
- Is consistent with the community’s vision and goals.
- Will positively affect the town.

• They:
- Work to achieve the community’s desires for Meeker’s physical appearance.
- Include adequate criteria for annexations.
- Encourage residential infill development.
- Align with and support the community’s aspirations for the local economy.
- Protect the community’s clean air and water resources.
- Encourage the use of native plant species that preserve and enhance 

biodiversity and wildlife habitat in Meeker.

>> GOAL 5.B: Meeker is a community where multiple generations live and work together successfully.

Policy 5.B.1: Meeker strives to provide housing, employment opportunities, services, amenities, 
and, activities that enable a diverse population to live and thrive.
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>> GOAL 5.C: Proactive, inclusive and collaborative community planning efforts enable Meeker to retain its small-
town look, feel, and character, while also remaining rooted in its Western heritage.

Policy 5.C.1: Meeker is proactive in its community planning efforts and works to ensure that its 
small-town look, feel, and character are retained.

Policy 5.C.2: Meeker’s planning processes are inclusive, collaborative, and forward-thinking.

>> GOAL 5.D: Local policies and regulations are simple, user-friendly, align with our community’s vision and goals, 
encourage the type of development we want, and enable us to adapt to future market/economic 
trends.

Policy 5.D.1: Meeker’s regulations are uncomplicated and user-friendly. They make it easy to 
achieve the type of development that the community desires, while and discouraging 
inappropriate growth and development.

IMAGINING INFILL DEVELOPMENT

The illustrations above offer inspiration for how vacant and/or underutilized properties in Meeker could be redeveloped. These ideas 
for “infill development” (i.e., development on existing properties in Meeker) could be applied to any vacant or underutilized property 
in town and are not specific to the properties shown. These illustrations are also intended to help inform amendments to the town’s 
land use regulations by depicting different types of infill development that the town’s regulations should work to accommodate.  
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Policy 5.D.2: Flexibility in Meeker’s regulations enables the community to adapt to future market/
economic trends.

Priority Action 
5.D.1:

Revise Meeker’s land use regulations so that they: 

• Are uncomplicated, user-friendly, align with the community’s vision and goals.

• Encourage the type of development desired by the community.

• Can adapt to future economic/market trends.

• Support the development of existing properties in Meeker (i.e., infill development).

• Facilitate the re-purposing/re-use of existing commercial and industrial properties.

• Ensure that the mass, scale and design of new commercial and industrial 
development in Meeker complements adjacent properties and existing 
neighborhoods.

• Allow creative use of commercial and industrial spaces in Meeker, such as shared/
co-op space.

• Allow childcare facilities in appropriate locations.

• Include dark-sky lighting standards.

• Encourage Low Impact Development (LID).

• Encourage the use of native plant species that preserve and enhance biodiversity 
and wildlife habitat in Meeker.

• Limit development in areas that are susceptible to risk from natural hazards, such 
as wildfires, flooding and landslides.

>> GOAL 5.E: By working to concentrate future growth and development on existing properties in Meeker (i.e., 
infill), our community remains compact, walkable, and we continue to preserve the rural character 
and agricultural lands surrounding our town.

>> GOAL 5.F: Meeker has great community gathering places and activities that bring people together to mix and 
mingle.

Policy 5.F.1: Ensure that there are a variety of things to do and see in Meeker, with emphasis on 
the downtown.

6. Housing

>> GOAL 6.A: Housing in Meeker provides safe, quality options at a range of price points enabling a diverse 
population to live and grow old here.

Policy 6.A.1: Support innovative construction techniques that work to create a diverse range of 
housing options and price-points in Meeker.

Policy 6.A.2: Promote a balance of housing for full-time residents, second homeowners, and short-
term rentals to maintain a diverse and vibrant community.

>> GOAL 6.B: Transformation of dilapidated and older housing creates safe, quality places to live that help to 
address local housing needs and support Meeker being an age-friendly community.

Policy 6.B.1: Support efforts to improve the quality and appeal of Meeker’s existing, older housing 
stock.

>> GOAL 6.C: Local policies and regulations facilitate the type of residential development that our community 
desires and supports efforts to address local housing needs.
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Policy 6.C.1: Priority will be given to residential infill development. Evaluation will made of the 
impact that the annexation of property for residential development could have on 
the absorption/build out of existing properties in Meeker. 

Policy 6.C.2: The town supports the residential development articulated in this plan through its 
policies and regulations.

7. Infrastructure and Utilities

>> GOAL 7.A: Meeker’s high-quality facilities, infrastructure, and utilities support our quality of life and enable 
local entrepreneurs, businesses, and our community to thrive and prosper.

Policy 7.A.1: Maintain frequent and open communications with the ERBM Recreation & 
Park District, Rio Blanco County, Rio Blanco Fire Protection District, RE-1 School 
District, White River Electric, Meeker Sanitation District, Colorado Department of 
Transportation, and other local agencies to stay informed about their plans for Capital 
Improvement Projects.

Policy 7.A.2: Coordinate with other local agencies on Capital Improvement Projects to enhance 
efficient use of funding and maximize the positive impact of these projects on 
Meeker.

>> GOAL 7.B: Local policies and regulations ensure that:
• Careful consideration is given to the short-term and long-term financial implications of new or 

expanded public infrastructure, facilities and/or services in Meeker.
• Impacts resulting from new development are adequately and equitably addressed, enabling 

Meeker to effectively maintain its infrastructure, facilities, and services.
• Local infrastructure and utilities minimize impacts on our community’s aesthetics and pristine 

night sky. 

Policy 7.B.1: Applicants for annexation will complete a comprehensive analysis of the short-term 
and long-term financial implications of their project on Meeker’s infrastructure, 
facilities, and services.

Policy 7.B.2: New subdivisions and development projects are responsible for the cost and 
installation of the infrastructure necessary to serve the subdivision or project. New 
subdivisions and development will mitigate their impacts on public infrastructure, 
facilities, and services through impact fees or other methods to maintain satisfactory 
levels of service.

Policy 7.B.3: The town recognizes that new subdivisions and development projects may need 
to phase: (1) the installation of new infrastructure; and/or, (2) mitigation of their 
impacts on public infrastructure, facilities, and services.

>> GOAL 7.C: Sustaining affordable local utilities supports Meeker’s efforts to enable a diverse population to live 
and age in place here.   

Policy 7.C.1: Support affordable utilities as part of our community’s broader effort to remain a 
place where a diverse population can live and age in place.

Policy 7.C.2: Encourage the efficient use of resources through passive solar building design, water 
conservation, use of renewable energies, etc.
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8. Local Economy

>> GOAL 8.A: Meeker’s strong, diverse and stable economy offers economic opportunity for those who live here 
now, as well as those who may live here in the future.

Policy 8.A.1: Support simple and efficient town regulations and processes in order to foster a 
strong and healthy local business environment.

Policy 8.A.2: Ensure that Meeker participates and engages in local, regional and state economic 
development efforts that support a diverse and stable economy in northwest 
Colorado.

Priority Action 
8.A.1:

Explore creating a new position at the town dedicated to overseeing, coordinating, 
and implementing Meeker’s economic development efforts, to include:

• Economic development initiatives.

• Collaboration with the county’s economic development department.

• Coordination and marketing of community events.

• Seeking and pursuing grant funding to the projects identified in this plan.

• Serving as a liaison to the Meeker Chamber, Project 45, local businesses, and 
entrepreneurs.

The town could fill this position by hiring new town staff or by contracting with a 
consultant.

>> GOAL 8.B: Meeker’s thriving economy is rooted in, and builds upon, key local industries that include: ranching, 
farming, outdoor activities, tourism, education, health care, government, creative industries, natural 
resource extraction, and energy industries.

Policy 8.B.1: Retain and attract businesses that support and enhance Meeker’s local industries.

Policy 8.B.2: Ensure that adequate land is zoned for the commercial and industrial land uses 
desired by the community.

>> GOAL 8.C: By supporting the retention and expansion of locally-owned and operated businesses our 
community has enabled:
• The expansion of local businesses that cater to our day-to-day needs.
• The growth of jobs that bring outside dollars into our community.
• Meeker to become a vibrant, year-round hub of commerce.

Policy 8.C.1: Meeker’s economic development efforts focus on the growth and expansion of 
existing local businesses. The town’s economic development efforts will avoid 
attracting chain or franchise businesses to Meeker that directly compete with existing 
local businesses.

Policy 8.C.2: Support re-investment in, and re-purposing/re-use of, existing commercial and 
industrial properties in Meeker.

Policy 8.C.3: Support and encourage home-based occupations, remote workers and location 
neutral jobs in Meeker.

Policy 8.C.4: Encourage the expansion and diversification of Meeker’s housing stock in order to 
provide more housing options for the local workforce.
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RE-PURPOSING/RE-USE OF 
EXISTING COMMERCIAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTIES

The illustration above offers an idea for how existing 
commercial or industrial properties in Meeker could be 
re-purposed/re-used. This concept could be applied to any 
commercial or industrial property in town and is not specific 
to the property shown.

Enabling the re-purposing/re-use of existing commercial or 
industrial properties creates greater opportunity for existing 
or new businesses to find space that meets their needs and 
helps to enhance the appearance of the community.

The illustration also serves as an example of the type of 
commercial/industrial development that the town’s land use 
regulations need to allow for. 

>> GOAL 8.D: Local educational and training 
programs empower Meeker 
to become a hub for skilled 
trades workers, heritage trades, 
entrepreneurs, and innovators.

Policy 8.D.1: Support efforts to develop training 
programs and/or higher education 
in Meeker.

>> GOAL 8.E: Local training programs support 
the development of Meeker’s 
business and entrepreneurial 
community.

>> GOAL 8.F: Efforts to grow and enhance local 
tourism revolve around:
• Meeker’s one-of-a-kind 

offerings such as the town’s 
breathtaking natural-setting 
and quaint, charming 
downtown.

• Major events with a regional 
appeal (e.g., Meeker Classic).

• Outdoor activities, such as 
hunting, fishing, biking, hiking, 
backpacking, etc.

>> GOAL 8.G: Meeker’s broadband 
infrastructure and service support 
economic growth and vitality in 
our community.

Priority Action 
8.G.1:

Market Meeker’s 
high-speed 
broadband.

>> GOAL 8.H: Local efforts to recruit and/or 
attract businesses are based 
on sound, effective and fiscally 
responsible practices.

Priority Action 
8.H.1:

Research 
best practices 
for business 
recruitment/
attraction in rural 
communities. 

Develop and 
implement 
business 
recruitment/
attraction 
strategies based 
on best practices.
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9. Natural Environment

>> GOAL 9.A: High-quality, clean air, and water sustain the health and well-being of our community.

Policy 9.A.1: Protect and preserve Meeker’s high-quality, clean air and water.

>> GOAL 9.B: Local policies and regulations work to protect and preserve the quality and health of the natural 
environment in and around Meeker.

Policy 9.B.1: Support the preservation of local wilderness and wildlife habitat.

>> GOAL 9.C: Local efforts work to protect and preserve local and regional water resources.

Policy 9.C.1: Support mitigation of adverse impacts from land uses on Meeker’s water resources.

Policy 9.C.2: Maintain and bolster the town’s water rights portfolio to ensure a long-term legal 
water supply.

Policy 9.C.3: Protect and enhance surface and ground water quality in the White River and its 
tributaries.

>> GOAL 9.D: Local policies and regulations work to minimize risks to property, infrastructure, and lives from 
natural hazards and disasters, as well as man-made hazards and disasters.

>> GOAL 9.E: Through partnerships and collaboration, our community has helped to promote best practices 
and establish a balance between wildlife habitat preservation, livestock grazing and recreational 
activities on the public lands surrounding Meeker.

Priority Action 
9.E.1:

Collaborate with Rio Blanco County, USFS, BLM, CPW, ERBM Recreation & Park 
District, local ranchers, outfitters, advocacy groups, and other stakeholders on a 
strategy for balancing the use of public lands around Meeker.

Priority Action 
9.E.2:

Partner with the ERBM Recreation & Park District, Rio Blanco County, BLM, CPW, 
USFS, and other agencies to develop and make available educational materials that 
provide information about:

• Responsible use of public lands.

• The types of activities are permitted on public lands.

• Which entity to contact with questions about the use of certain areas (this 
information will be particularly helpful to local outfitters).

>> GOAL 9.F: Our community, in partnership with local public entities, advocates for stewardship of, and access 
to, our public lands and supports efforts to maintain the untarnished feel of the wilderness that 
surrounds us. 

Policy 9.F.1: Advocate for responsible access to, and use of, the surrounding public lands.

Policy 9.F.2: Support efforts to secure access to public lands across private property.

Policy 9.F.3: Support efforts to protect and preserve the quality of public lands that surround 
Meeker.
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10. Parks, Open Space, Recreation, and Trails

>> GOAL 10.A: Facilities, amenities, programs, and events in our community support year-round recreation 
activities that appeal to locals and visitors.

Priority Action 
10.A.1:

Work with the ERBM Recreation & Park District, Rio Blanco County, BLM, USFS, 
CPW, local schools, the Meeker Chamber, and other stakeholders to identify 
opportunities, and develop a strategy, for year-round recreation.

Priority Action 
10.A.3:

Work with the BLM, CPW, the ERBM Recreation & Park District, and other 
stakeholders to identify trails on public lands suitable for winter recreation 
activities.

Prepare educational materials regarding these trails to raise public awareness of 
winter recreation opportunities.

>> GOAL 10.B: Ute Park serves as Meeker’s western gateway, offering a welcoming first impression of our 
community and amenities that serve as a draw for both locals and visitors.

Policy 10.B.1: Support the transformation of Ute Park into a year-round amenity that offers a 
variety of passive and active recreation opportunities.

Priority Action 
10.B.1:

Finalize the design for Ute Park by working with design professionals, Meeker 
Classic organizers, ERBM Recreation and Park District, Meeker Area Mountain Bike 
Association, Colorado Parks & Wildlife, and other stakeholders.

The proposed Ute Park loop trail is to be designed to accommodate wintertime 
activities such as cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, fat bikes, etc. 

Refer to pages 58-59 for the design concept prepared for Ute Park.

>> GOAL 10.C: Enhancements to the White River corridor provide safe, convenient and comfortable public access 
to, and along, the river and are coordinated with key entities and stakeholders.

Policy 10.C.1: Support efforts to protect and enhance the water quality and riparian ecosystem of 
the White River.

Policy 10.C.2: Advocate for enhanced public access to the White River in appropriate locations.

Policy 10.C.3: Respect the rights of private property owners along the White River.

Priority Action 
10.C.4:

Work to identify and pursue opportunities to increase public access to the White 
River (e.g., easements, property acquisition, etc.).

>> GOAL 10.D: Meeker has a well-connected, signed, and managed network of trails/paths within and around 
the community that is easily accessible, offers recreational opportunities to a variety of users and 
abilities, minimizes impacts to local view sheds, and helps to foster stewardship of the natural 
environment. 

Policy 10.D.1: Use best practices when constructing trails in and around Meeker. This will help to 
minimize erosion, impacts to view sheds, and enable a range of users and skill levels 
to enjoy Meeker’s trails.

>> GOAL 10.E: Recognizing the value of our quality recreation facilities and park system, our community works to 
maintain and enhance these local assets.

Policy 10.E.1: Sustain the town’s partnership with the ERBM Recreation & Park District in order to 
maintain the quality of the town’s park system.
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11. Transportation/Mobility

>> GOAL 11.A: Meeker’s interconnected network of streets, sidewalks, trails and paths enable people of all ages 
and abilities to safely, conveniently and comfortably walk, bike, drive, etc. around Meeker.

Policy 11.A.1: New subdivisions and major developments will incorporate a well-connected 
system of streets, sidewalks, and, trails. Street systems with cul-de-sacs, dead ends, 
etc. that inhibit connectivity are discouraged.

Policy 11.A.2: Support creative and innovative approaches to enhancing motorized and non-
motorized mobility in and around Meeker.

Priority Action 
11.A.2:

Work with the ERBM Recreation & Park District, advocacy groups, other 
stakeholders, and the community to adopt the Mobility Plan as the guiding 
document for streets, sidewalks, and trails in and around Meeker.

>> GOAL 11.B: Partnerships and collaboration among public and private entities facilitate the expansion of 
transportation options within Meeker, as well as to/from neighboring communities.

Policy 11.B.1: Support creative and innovative approaches to expanding transportation options 
within Meeker, as well as to/from neighboring communities.

Policy 11.B.2: Support efforts to connect Meeker with neighboring communities via mass transit.

>> GOAL 11.C: Partnerships and collaboration among public and private entities facilitate the expansion of 
supply chain/shipping options that support the local economy and connect Meeker to the global 
marketplace.

Policy 11.C.1: Pursue expansion of shipping options in Meeker.

>> GOAL 11.D: Meeker’s simple, yet comprehensive wayfinding program reflects our town’s history and character, 
encourages people to stop and explore our community, and works to boost the local economy.

Policy 11.D.1: Continue supporting the Main Street program’s efforts to design and install 
wayfinding signage throughout Meeker.

Policy 11.D.2: Ensure that Meeker’s wayfinding system includes the following:

• Community gateway signage.

• Auto-oriented signs along key roadways.

• Pedestrian and bicycle-oriented signs in the downtown and along trail 
connections.

• Signs that identify unique buildings, historical sites, natural features, etc.

Digital wayfinding could be offered as well in the form of the “Meeker App,” an 
online map, etc. Some communities have incorporated “QR Codes” with wayfinding 
signage in order to provide people with virtual tours, additional information 
regarding a historic building or site, etc.

>> GOAL 11.E: The local airport is an integral part of our community’s transportation system and economy. 

Policy 11.E.1: Support efforts to enhance the vitality of the Meeker Airport.
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POTENTIAL PROS & CONS OF ANNEXING THE MEEKER AIRPORT

Over the course of the Meeker Moving Forward planning process, discussions took place about the possibility of annexing the Meeker 
Airport into the town. The Meeker Airport is currently located in Rio Blanco County. The airport is also a county-owned facility. It was 
decided that annexation of the airport was not a priority/appropriate at this time, and therefore, was not included as an action item 
in this Plan.

However, if down the road, the topic of annexing the airport comes up again, some of the potential pros & cons of annexation are 
offered below to help inform any future discussions.

PROS
• The town would collect sales, property, and use tax revenues 

from the airport.
• The town would have land use authority over the airport. 

CONS
• The airport would pay in-town water rates.
• The town would likely be responsible for providing services 

(e.g., law enforcement) to the airport.

NOTE:
Annexation of the airport into the Town of Meeker would not necessitate the town taking over its ownership, operation, and/or 
maintenance. The airport could simply be brought into the town’s limits (i.e., annexed) and remain a county facility.

>> GOAL 11.F: Partnerships and collaboration among public entities result in improvements to Market Street/
State Highway 13 that:
• Enhance the safety, comfort and convenience of crossing the street.
• Better accommodate a range of transportation modes.
• Slow traffic speeds.
• Encourage people to stop and explore Meeker.
• Support the community’s vision and goals for land uses along the Market Street corridor.

>> GOAL 11.G: Strengthening the physical and visual connections between downtown, Market Street and the 
White River helps tie together these key parts of our community.
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FUTURE LAND USE PLAN

What is the Future Land Use Plan? The Future Land Use Plan sets forth the community’s vision for land use 
and development in and around Meeker over the next 10 to 15 years. The Future Land Use Plan is a tool to be 
used to guide local decision-making on where various types of land uses and development are to occur in the 
Meeker area. The Future Land Use Plan also offers guidance for planning for, and investing in, future public 
facilities and infrastructure. It is important to note the Future Land Use Plan is NOT zoning, nor is it a substitute 
for the town’s land use regulations.

The Future Land Use Plan is to be used by town staff, the town’s elected and appointed officials, property and 
business owners, and the community at large to anticipate, evaluate, and make consistent decisions regarding 
the location and character of future development in and around Meeker. The Future Land Use Plan is also to be 
used in the review and evaluation of land use/development applications submitted to the town.

The town’s Future Land Use Plan is also to be used to inform county staff and the county’s elected and appointed 
officials of the community’s vision for growth and development surrounding the Town of Meeker (i.e., growth 
and development within the town’s 3-Mile Planning Area).

The Future Land Use Plan comprises the Future Land Use map (refer to page 44) and the accompanying Future 
Land Use Categories (refer to pages 45-47).

Illustrative concepts for select locations in Meeker are presented on pages 51-61. These area specific concepts 
offer a greater level of detail than offered by the Future Land Use Plan and provide further direction for future 
public and private investment in these areas.
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WHAT IS THE FUTURE LAND USE PLAN?

The Future Land Use Plan sets forth the community’s vision for land use and development in and around Meeker over the next 10 
to 15 years. It is a tool to be used to guide local decision-making on where various types of land uses and development are to occur 
in the Meeker area. The Future Land Use Plan also offers guidance for planning for, and investing in, future public facilities and 
infrastructure.
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LEGEND
Existing Soft Surface Trail
Existing Crosswalk

TH Existing Trailhead

Limit of Existing Town Water 
Infrastructure
Town Limits
Parcel Boundaries

Future Land Use Categories
Core Residential 
Neighborhoods
Mixed Residential 
Neighborhoods

Single-Family Neighborhoods

Residential/Commercial 
Mixed-Use District

Healthcare Mixed-Use District

Large-Scale Commercial and 
Light Industrial District
Parks, Open Space and 
Recreation

Public Facilities

Agriculture/Rural District

Public Lands
(managed by the Bureau of Land 
Management)

Community Gateways

1. Primary Western Gateway: 
Intersection of Main Street and 
Market Street (SH-13).

2. Primary Eastern Gateway: 
Intersection of County Road 81 
and SH-13.
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FUTURE LAND USE CATEGORIES

What are the Future Land Use Categories? Descriptions for each Future Land Use Category, depicted on the 
Future Land Use map, set forth the types of primary and secondary land uses envisioned for different areas in 
Meeker, as well as the defining characteristics of these areas. In some locations, the primary and secondary 
land uses described match what’s on the ground today. In other locations, the Future Land Use Categories may 
convey a vision for land uses that vary from existing land use patterns.

Core Residential
Neighborhoods

Mixed Residential 
Neighborhoods

Single-Family
Neighborhoods

Future Land 
Use Category 
Description

Characterized by a mix of older 
single-family detached homes 
in Meeker’s core. Some small 
pockets of multi-family housing 
units exist, which are well 
integrated with the surrounding 
neighborhood.

Given the age of housing in 
this part of Meeker, efforts to 
transform existing homes into 
safe, quality places to live that 
help to address local housing 
needs and support Meeker being 
an age-friendly community are 
encouraged.

Accommodates and encourages a 
mix of housing types and lot sizes 
at a range of price points.

Characterized by newer single-
family detached homes and 
compatible uses such as, parks, 
open space areas, trails, and 
religious facilities.

This category encompasses the 
Sage Hills, Sanderson Hills and 
Ute Terrace Subdivisions.

This future land use category 
typically serves as a transition 
between the Town of Meeker and 
the surrounding agricultural/rural 
land uses in the county.

Examples of
Primary Land Uses
*Note that these are just 
examples. This is not a 
comprehensive list of all 
the primary land uses that 
might be appropriate.

• Large Lot Single-Family  
Detached Homes

• Small Lot Single-Family  
Detached Homes

• Duplexes

• Cottage Court Homes

• Small Lot Single-Family  
Detached Homes

• Duplexes

• Townhomes

• Cottage Court Homes

• Small-Scale Apartment Buildings 
(e.g., 8 units or less)

• Mobile Home Parks

• Large Lot Single-Family  
Detached Homes

• Small Lot Single-Family  
Detached Homes

Examples
of Secondary
Land Uses
*Note that these are just 
examples. This is not a 
comprehensive list of all 
the secondary land uses 
that might be appropriate.

• Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)

• Parks and Open Space Areas

• Public Facilities

• Religious Facilities

• Home Occupations

• Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)

• Parks and Open Space Areas

• Public Facilities

• Religious Facilities

• Home Occupations

• Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)

• Parks and Open Space Areas

• Public Facilities

• Religious Facilities

• Home Occupations
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Residential/Commercial
Mixed-Use District

Healthcare
Mixed-Use District

Large-Scale Commercial &
Light Industrial District

Future Land 
Use Category 
Description

Supports a broad mix of 
commercial and residential land 
uses in the downtown area and 
along the Market Street (SH-13) 
corridor.

Auto-oriented land uses and 
development in the Residential/
Commercial Mixed-Use District 
are encouraged to locate along 
the highway corridor.

Provides for the development 
of a mixed-use neighborhood 
adjacent to the existing Pioneer’s 
Medical Center.

A mix of housing options are 
encouraged to help address local 
housing needs.

Careful consideration is to be 
given to the layout and design 
of development in this district to 
ensure that it is complementary 
to the Pioneers Medical Center.

Refer to pages 56-57 for an 
illustrative concept for the 
Healthcare Mixed-Use District.

Accommodates and promotes 
the development of larger-scale 
commercial and light industrial 
land uses with impacts that make 
them unsuitable in the Mixed-Use 
or Hospital Mixed-Use Districts.

Live/work units for employees 
who understand the nature 
and character of the area are 
appropriate. Non-employee 
housing is discouraged.

Examples of
Primary Land Uses
*Note that these are just 
examples. This is not a 
comprehensive list of all 
the primary land uses that 
might be appropriate.

• Retail Stores

• Restaurants & Bars

• Offices

• Movie Theater

• Hotels/Motels

• Childcare Facilities

• Financial Institutions

• Automobile Service & Repair 
Businesses

• Public Facilities

• Religious Facilities

• Live/Work Units

• Community Gathering Spaces

• Healthcare Facilities

• Laboratories and Research 
Facilities

• Assisted Living Facilities

• Public Facilities

• Childcare Facilities

• Small Lot Single-Family Detached 
Homes

• Duplexes

• Townhomes

• Cottage Court Homes

• Small-Scale Apartment Buildings 
(e.g., 8 units or less)

• Agriculture Support Industries

• Large-Scale Manufacturing 
Facilities

• Laboratories and Research 
Facilities

• Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) Sales

• Lumber Yard

• Contractor Yards

• Warehousing and Storage 
Facilities

• Processing Plants

• Nurseries/Greenhouses

• Shipping/Freight Facilities

• Heavy Equipment Sales/Storage

• Utility Facilities

Examples
of Secondary
Land Uses
*Note that these are just 
examples. This is not a 
comprehensive list of all 
the secondary land uses 
that might be appropriate.

• Townhomes

• Cottage Court Homes

• Small-Scale Apartment Buildings 
(e.g., 8 units or less)

• Parks

• Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)

• Parks and Open Space Areas

• Religious Facilities

• Home-Based Occupations

• Live/Work Units for Employees
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Parks, Open Space, 
and Recreation Areas

Public 
Facilities

Agriculture/Rural
District

Future Land 
Use Category 
Description

Works to protect and enhance 
Meeker’s quality of life and 
scenery by preserving natural 
lands in and around Meeker. 
These lands may allow for a 
variety of active and passive 
activities.

Accommodates governmental 
facilities, utility services, and 
other similar land uses that serve 
a public function.

Promotes the preservation of 
the agricultural lands and rural 
character surrounding the Town 
of Meeker.

The land uses typically associated 
with this category are best suited 
for the unincorporated areas of 
Rio Blanco County and therefore, 
are not typically found in the 
Town of Meeker.

Examples of
Primary Land Uses
*Note that these are just 
examples. This is not a 
comprehensive list of all 
the primary land uses that 
might be appropriate.

• Parks and Park Amenities

• Open Space Areas

• Recreation Facilities and 
Amenities

• Conservation Areas

• Community Gathering Spaces

• Trails

• Trailheads, Trailhead Amenities, 
Etc.

• Government Facilities

• Airports and Related Facilities

• Libraries

• Schools

• Facilities for Emergency Services

• Public Utility Facilities and 
Infrastructure

• Community Gathering Spaces

• Farms

• Ranches

• Grazing Areas/Pastureland

• Large-Scale Equestrian Facilities

• Agri-Tourism Operations

• Rural Resorts, Hunting Lodges, 
Etc. (e.g., the former Sleepy Cat 
Resort)

• Rural Residential Uses

Examples
of Secondary
Land Uses
*Note that these are just 
examples. This is not a 
comprehensive list of all 
the secondary land uses 
that might be appropriate.

• Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs)

• Open Space Areas

• Conservation Areas

• Trails 

• Trailheads, Trailhead Amenities, 
Etc.

• In working to enhance the 
intersection of County Road 8 
and SH-13 a commercial uses 
could be appropriate. Emphasis 
will need to be placed on the 
character of commercial uses 
and development in this area to 
insure that they work to achieve 
the community’s vision and 
goals.
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COMMUNITY GATEWAY CONCEPTS

What are Community Gateways? Community gateways are important features that offer visual cues to inform 
people that they are entering a community, a downtown, or other special place. Gateways provide a sense of 
arrival. Gateway areas are identified on Future Land Use map, while the table below offers design ideas.

MEEKER’S PRIMARY WESTERN GATEWAY | STATE HIGHWAY 13 & MAIN STREET

The intersection of State Highway 13 and Main Street serves as Meeker’s primary western gateway. The concept for this gateway 
(shown above) includes the following key elements:

• Stone monuments along Main Street and SH-13 that: (1) are modeled after the town’s existing wayfinding signage; and, (2) 
potentially integrate wayfinding signage, street banner attachments, and/or creative, dark-sky lighting.

• Ute Park trailhead improvements. Refer to pages 58-59 for additional detail. 

MEEKER’S PRIMARY EASTERN GATEWAY | MARKET STREET (SH-13) & COUNTY ROAD 81

The intersection of State Highway 13 and County Road 81 (i.e., the road to the Meeker Airport) has been identified as one of Meeker’s 
primary eastern gateways. Options for enhancing this gateway area include:

• A monument sign (similar to the town’s existing monument signs) that incorporates landscaping and public art.

• Stone monuments along SH-13 that: (1) complements Meeker’s existing signage; and, (2) potentially integrates wayfinding signage, 
street banner attachments, and/or creative, dark-sky lighting.

Examples of gateways that other Colorado communities have been constructed on, or adjacent to, state highways are provided in the 
Appendices and could offer additional inspiration. 
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MOBILITY PLAN

What is the Mobility Plan? The Mobility Plan sets forth the long-term vision for driving, biking, walking, etc. in 
the Meeker area. It is intended to serve as the town’s master plan for streets, sidewalks, and trails.

The Mobility Plan is to be used by town staff, the Planning Commission, Town Board, property and business 
owners, and the community at large to anticipate, evaluate, and make consistent decisions regarding mobility 
enhancement projects in and around Meeker. Similar to the Future Land Use Plan, the Mobility Plan is to be used 
in conjunction with the town’s review and evaluation of land use/development applications, especially those for 
annexation.

The hope is that the Mobility Plan will also be used by area agencies and organizations (e.g., Rio Blanco County, 
BLM, USFS, MAMBA, etc.) to inform their decisions related to improving mobility in and around Meeker.

MOBILITY ENHANCEMENT PROJECTS

A list of potential projects for enhancing mobility in the Meeker area is presented below. Note that these projects 
are not listed based on priority. The general location for each project is identified on the Mobility Plan map. 

STREET & 
STREET CROSSING PROJECTS

3 Install crossing improvements at the intersection of 5th 
Street and Market Street (SH-13).

6 Install crossing improvements at the intersections of:
• 3rd Street and Market Street (SH-13).
• 8th Street and Market Street (SH-13).

7 Explore options for transforming select town streets into 
multi-modal streets. Town streets to consider for multi-
modal improvements include Main Street, 3rd Street, 5th 
Street, and Water Street. Refer to the Appendices for 
potential multi-modal concepts for town streets.

9 Improve pedestrian/bicycle movement between 3rd 
Street and Town Park by enhancing alleys.

19 Explore options for providing a secondary access to 
the private properties located north/northwest of the 
Meeker Airport.

21 Pursue a street connection between the Meeker Middle 
School and Shaman Trail.

22 Work to create a well-connected town street system 
via annexation and development of properties along 
Shaman Trail.

23 Pursue a street connection between the Sage Hills and 
Sanderson Hills subdivisions.

SIDEWALK &
PAVED PATH PROJECTS

16 Construct a sidewalk or paved path connection between 
Paintbrush Park and Sulfur Creek Road.

17 Explore the feasibility of constructing a 6-8 foot wide 
paved path between School Street and the Pioneers 
Medical Center. Refer to the Appendices for potential 
alignments that have been identified for this path.

SOFT-SURFACE (DIRT OR CRUSHER FINES)
TRAIL PROJECTS

1 Construct a trail connection between the southwest end 
of Ute Park and the China Wall trail system.

2 Construct a crusher fines trail of varying width that loops 
around Ute Park. Refer to the concept on pages 58-59.

4 Design and construct river access improvements at the 
end of 8th Street.

5 Construct a trail between Circle Park and the Highland 
Cemetery.

8 Explore options for a trail along 10th Street that connects 
the Highland Cemetery with Market Street (SH-13).

10

11

12

13

14

15

Construct trail connections between the following town 
streets:
• Cleveland Street and 8th Street.
• Garfield Street and Main Street.
• 2nd Street and Hill Street.

• 2nd Street and Cedar Street.

• 5th Street and 6th  Street (along Cedar Street).

• 5th Street and Pine Street.

18 Explore options for enhancing the Ute Trail between 
Meeker and Glenwood Springs (e.g., wayfinding signage).

20
Work with private property owner(s) to explore 
options for a soft-surface trail between the Ute Terrace 
Subdivision and the Pioneers Medical Center. 

24 Construct a singletrack trail on Lobo Mountain Trail (i.e., 
a trail from the Lion Canyon Trail to the China Wall Trail).

25

26

Construct singletrack trail connections between:
• The China Wall Trail and East Ridge Trail.
• The East Ridge Trail and Lion Canyon Trail.

27 Explore options for connecting the public lands north/
northwest of Meeker with existing trails in Meeker.

28 Work with private property owner(s) to explore options 
for public river access near the 10th Street Bridge.
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Main Street Corridor
Future Growth Area

Local Streets & Alleys
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Trail Enhancement Opportunities
Trailhead
River Access Opportunities
Community Gateways

LEGEND
Existing Soft Surface Trail

Existing Double-Track Trail/Dirt Road

Existing Multi-Modal Street

Existing Sidewalks

Existing Crosswalks
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(travels between Meeker and Glenwood Springs)
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TH Existing Trailhead

RA Potential Public River Access
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Parcel Boundaries

In-Town Properties

Parks and Open Space Areas

Public Lands
(managed by the Bureau of Land Management)

Potential Mobility
Enhancement Projects
(refer to page 49 for more detail)
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AREA SPECIFIC CONCEPTS

Area specific concepts for select parts of Meeker are presented on the following pages. These concepts are 
offered to: (1) further explain and illustrate the vision, goals, policies, and actions of the Plan; and, (2) guide and 
inform future investment and change in these locations.

These concepts are preliminary in nature. Additional work will be necessary to: (1) further refine and detail 
specific elements of these concepts; (2) evaluate feasibility; and, (3) identify potential costs. Additional outreach 
and engagement with the community may also be necessary in order to provide opportunities for the public 
weigh in on detailed designs. Future outreach and engagement could also create opportunities for the town to 
explore potential partnerships with property owners, business owners, developers, area agencies, and/or other 
stakeholders.

Area specific concepts were prepared for the following locations in Meeker:

1 Downtown Meeker and Main Street

2 The Market Street (SH-13) Corridor

3 The Meeker Airport and Pioneers Medical Center Area

4 Ute Park

5 The White River Corridor
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DOWNTOWN MEEKER AND MAIN STREET
Great communities have great downtowns. Meeker’s downtown is the historic, economic, civic, and cultural heart 
of the town. It is a place where the area’s rich history and promising future come together, offering an authenticity 
and sense of place that are increasingly hard to find. Building on the downtown’s existing strengths, the following 
concepts work to further bolster the downtown as Meeker’s hub of history, business, civic engagement, culture, and 
social activity.

IDEAS FOR ACTIVATING DOWNTOWN MEEKER

Visible activity along downtown streets (i.e., “street life”) is an important element of any vibrant downtown. Busy sidewalks serve as 
a magnet for other people. Outdoor seating areas, spaces for community events, and streetside displays of the community’s history 
are great ways to showcase, and attract, activity along downtown streets. The concepts shown above offer ideas for: 

1 Expanding outdoor dining options and showcasing street life in downtown Meeker by installing a parklet.

2 Celebrating local history and enhancing street life in the downtown via a streetside museum display.

3 The possible expansion of community events, such as inclusion of pen to pet lambs during the Meeker Classic.

1

2

3
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IMAGINING DOWNTOWN REDEVELOPMENT

The Community Survey explored resident’s thoughts about the current, and future, needs for business space in Meeker. The 
response from the community indicated a strong preference for the re-use/re-purposing of existing buildings for businesses.

There are a number of properties in Downtown Meeker that could be re-used/re-purposed for future commercial uses. The 
concepts offered below depict a variety of ideas for how existing buildings in Meeker’s downtown might be re-used/re-purposed. 
Those ideas range from:

4 Simple enhancements to building façades that could include new awnings, changes to siding materials, and/or a fresh coat of 
paint. The installation of additional street windows could also be an option for upgrading building façades in the downtown 
but would necessitate greater financial investment.

5 Minor renovations to an existing building to create opportunities for indoor/outdoor dining and to enhance the building’s 
entrance.

6 Major renovations to an existing downtown building in order to add a second-story. The addition of a second-story to an 
existing single-story building presents an opportunity to increase and diversify housing units in the downtown.

4

5

6
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THE MARKET STREET (SH-13) CORRIDOR
Market Street (SH-13) is the primary route to, and thru, Meeker. As a State Highway, Market Street has been 
designed with the primary purpose of moving vehicles. As a result, the types of land uses and development along 
Market Street are those typically found along a commercial strip (e.g., gas stations, auto repair shops, etc.) and 
some may not be visually appealing. Throughout the MMF planning process, the community expressed a strong 
interest in taking steps to improve the aesthetics of the Market Street corridor.

The Town of Meeker and Project 45 have been working with the Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) 
to transform Market Street (SH-13) into a street that accommodates non-motorized modes of transportation (e.g., 
walking and biking), in addition to vehicles. In 2019, bike lanes were striped along Market Street to help improve 
the safety and comfort of cyclists and in 2020, a pedestrian crossing signal (i.e., Rectangular Flash Beacon (RRFB)) as 
installed at the intersection of 5th Street and Market Street.

The town and Project 45 have plans to work with CDOT to install additional crossing signals at the intersections of 
Market Street/3rd Street and Market Street/8th Street. In addition, the town and Project 45 are working with the 
CDOT to explore the feasibility of painting temporary curb-extensions (i.e., bulb-outs) to further enhance the safety 
and comfort of crossing Market Street on foot, bike, etc.

Building on the town’s and Project 45’s efforts, the concepts presented below, and on the following page, depict 
ideas for how the aesthetics, function, and safety of Market Street (SH-13) could be further enhanced.

1

2

3
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4

IMPROVING THE AESTHETICS, FUNCTION AND SAFETY OF MARKET STREET (SH-13)

The community has indicated a strong interest in taking steps to improve the aesthetics, safety, and function of the Market Street 
(SH-13) corridor. The concepts shown above and on the previous page offer ideas for: 

1 Enhancing Meeker’s western gateway and developing a Ute Park trailhead area to draw people off of the highway.

2 Installing stone monuments along the highway to further enhance the aesthetics of Meeker’s western gateway.

3 Improving the continuity of sidewalks along Market Street; and, screening parking areas, installing landscaping, and 
pedestrian-scale street lighting to make the aesthetics and experience of walking along Market Street more pleasant.  

4 Screening parking areas to improve the appearance of the Market Street corridor and installing curb extensions (i.e., bulb-
outs) to help enhance the safety and comfort of pedestrians, cyclists, etc. crossing at intersections along Market Street.

5 Integrating existing improvements at the intersection of 5th Street and Market Street with future improvements that include a 
sidewalk along 5th Street (between Market Street and the White River), permanent curb extensions, and landscaping.

5

Permanent
Curb Extensions

6’ Wide (min.)
Sidewalk

Existing
Bike

Lanes

Existing
Crossing

Signal

Landscaping
Enhancements
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THE MEEKER AIRPORT AND PIONEERS MEDICAL CENTER AREA
Roughly 730-acres of undeveloped, private property is located in the eastern part of Meeker, adjacent to the 
Meeker Airport and Pioneers Medical Center. The Future Land Use Plan identifies these properties as: (1) Healthcare 
Mixed-Use District; (2) Large-Scale Commercial & Light Industrial District; (3) Single-Family Neighborhoods; and, (4) 
Parks, Open Space and Recreation. The illustration below shows a concept for how development of these properties 
could be completed in a way that: (1) conforms with the Future Land Use Plan; and, (2) integrates with, and 

Open Space1

Single-Family
Neighborhoods

Mixed Residential 
Neighborhoods

EMT/Fire
Facility3

Pioneers Medical 
Center

Meeker
Airport

Explore Options for a 
Secondary Access2

CDOT
Facility
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Assisted Living
Facility

Healthcare Oriented 
Development

Single-Family
Neighborhoods

Mixed Residential 
Neighborhoods

Large-Scale Commercial 
& Light Industrial District

Open Space1

Open Space1

Large-Scale Commercial 
& Light Industrial District

complements, the Pioneers Medical Center, Meeker Airport, and existing large-scale commercial and light industrial 
development. The concept also depicts ideas for the potential integration of a EMT/Fire Facility and Assisted Living 
Facility adjacent to the Pioneers Medical Center. 

It is important to note that this concept is not intended to be binding as the developer(s) of these properties will 
likely craft their own development plan(s) based on market conditions and their assessment of the areas’ features.

Notes:
1Work with private property owner(s) and/or developer(s) to explore options for constructing a soft-
surface trail in the open space areas identified. This trail should: (1) be open to the public; and, (2) 
connect the Ute Terrace Subdivision area with the Pioneers Medical Center. 
2A secondary access is critical to feasibility of developing private property located north/northwest of 
the Meeker Airport. Opportunities to provide a secondary access need to be explored.
3Further discussion with the Rio Blanco Fire Protection District will need to occur to confirm their vision 
for their property. The EMT/Fire Facility shown in the concept is just one potential option for how the 
Fire District might develop their property.

Existing Large-Scale 
Commercial 

& Light Industrial Area
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UTE PARK
Ute Park is a wonderful, unique, and cherished public space located in the west end of Meeker. The park comprises 
approximately 115-acres, trailheads to BLM lands, and serves as a venue for annual events such as the Meeker 
Classic Sheepdog Championship Trials.

During the MMF planning process, the community was engaged in developing ideas for potential improvements 
to be made to Ute Park. The concept for Ute Park, offered below, is the outcome of input from the community. In 
addition, the concept works to accommodate the needs of the Meeker Classic, haying operations in Ute Park, as 
well as ideas from the 2002 Meeker Entry Park Master Plan. The table on the following page provides additional 
detail for select improvements being proposed for Ute Park.

2
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENT

1
 Ute Park Trail Loop with Shaded Resting Areas

One of the key elements of the Ute Park concept is a looped, crusher fines trail, 
of varying width, that offers recreational opportunities for a wide range of user 
groups and abilities. Shaded resting areas are to be incorporated along the trail. In 
identifying locations for resting areas, consideration will need to be given to view 
sheds and spacing that accommodates all user groups.

Where possible, the trail is to be designed to be ADA accessible. In addition, the 
trail needs to: (1) provide connections to the China Wall Trail system and to town 
streets; and, (2) be able to accommodate winter recreation activities, such as cross-
country skiing, fat bikes, and snowshoeing.

2
 Boulder Garden

A faux bouldering rock(s) was included as a possible amenity to be incorporated 
into Trailhead Area #1 (in the southwest portion of Ute Park near the intersection 
of Main Street and State Highway 13). A “Boulder Garden” in this location would 
provide an additional opportunity for recreating in Ute Park and could serve as an 
attraction to draw people from the highway.

The example Boulder Garden shown to the left is located in Buena Vista, Colorado. 

3
 Bike Park for All Skill Levels

A potential location for a bike park is identified in the concept for Ute Park. If a 
bike park is pursued, it will need to be designed to include features for all skill 
levels - from beginner to expert. The bike park could help to further diversify the 
recreational opportunities in Ute Park and help to enhance the trailhead for the 
China Wall trail system.

For reference, the footprint of the bike park shown on the Ute Park concept is 
roughly that of the Town of Frisco, Colorado’s bike park.

4
 Meeker Classic Event Space

The concept for Ute Park has been designed to accommodate the layout for the 
Meeker Classic. The concept provides space for: (1) handler/competitor parking and 
camping; (2) staff, sponsor, and event parking; (3) demonstrations during the event; 
(4) the trials field; (5) sheep containment; and, (6) all other supporting entities that 
go along with the event. The concept also works to avoid any amenities that would 
create distractions or interfere with the competition.

It will be important to develop a strategy for managing/maintaining amenities in 
Ute Park (e.g., the proposed restrooms and boulder garden) during the event.

5
 Outdoor Event/Concert Venue

An area for outdoor events/concerts is shown on the Ute Park concept. This area 
was improved by the town a number of years ago to make a pow wow ring for the 
Smoking River Pow Wow. The idea was that this space could also serve as a venue 
for other outdoor events in Ute Park. A major transformer has been installed near 
this area and provides electricity for events.

During the MMF process, community members identified another possible option 
for an event/concert venue in Ute Park. Their idea was to incorporate a venue 
with the existing topography of Ute Park in hopes of creating a “mini Red Rocks 
Amphitheater.” This venue would need to be designed to: (1) meld with the existing 
landscape to minimize its visual impact; and, (2) address any debris flow issues.
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THE WHITE RIVER CORRIDOR
The White River is one of Meeker’s beautiful and highly valued natural amenities. Results from the Community 
Survey identified an expressed interest in enhancing in-town access to and along the river. In fact, river access 
emerged as the top priority for potential recreation improvements in Meeker.

Currently, the Town of Meeker and ERBM Recreation & Park District are working to enhance Circle Park, and 
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improve river access at the 10th Street Bridge and the end of 3rd 
Street. The designs for these projects are illustrated in the concept 
below. Other ideas for enhancing the river corridor, also depicted 
in the concept, include: (1) Improved river access at the southern 
end of 8th Street; (2) A soft-surface trail that connects the 10th Street 
bridge with Circle Park, including a new pedestrian bridge over 
the river; and, (3) Aesthetic and lighting upgrades to the 5th Street 
bridge.

Refer to Concept
for 5th Street

Improved River Access 
at 3rd Street

Town Park

IMAGINING 5TH STREET 
BRIDGE ENHANCEMENTS

Enhancements to the 5th Street Bridge could 
serves as an attraction to draw people from 
Market Street and downtown Meeker to the 
White River. Upgrades to the bridge could 
include: a new railing along the bridge, 
pedestrian-scale lighting, and/or bridge 
abutment facade improvements.
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KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION

Successful implementation of the Community Master Plan will be contingent upon the following:

COMMUNITY SUPPORT AND BUY-IN FUNDING

Without community support and buy-in, successful 
implementation can be quite challenging. When a 
community is not in favor of what is being done, 
push back can be encountered when trying to move 
forward with implementation efforts.

Fortunately, the MMF planning process offered a 
number of opportunities for people to participate 
and provide input. Furthermore, this input provides 
the foundation of the Plan and was used to formulate 
the values, vision, goals, policies, and actions.

Continuing to share information about the 
Community Master Plan and encouraging on-going 
community involvement with implementation 
efforts could help to sustain the support and buy-in 
established during the MMF planning process.  

When community plans, such as the Meeker 
Community Master Plan, are prepared, the inevitable 
question is - we have all these great ideas but how do 
we actually fund them?

This plan recognizes that it is pretty challenging to 
do much without adequate funding for design work, 
materials, labor, etc. It is also understood that small, 
rural communities, such as Meeker, have limited 
financial resources.

Therefore, an in-depth discussion regarding potential 
funding options for the implementation of the 
Meeker Community Master Plan has been included 
on the following pages, as well as in the Appendices. 
The hope is that this information will provide access 
to financial resources that help Meeker achieve its 
aspirations. 

ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY A DETAILED LIST OF 
SPECIFIC THINGS TO DO

“Organizational capacity” (i.e., someone(s) to lead, 
manage, organize, coordinate and advocate for 
implementation efforts) is an essential component 
of successful implementation and one that is often 
overlooked. Town staff is usually the go to for 
implementation efforts. However, this can backfire 
as staff becomes overburdened and is unable to 
allocate the time and effort necessary for successfully 
implementing a plan.

A key to the successful implementation of the 
Meeker Community Master Plan will be to have a 
person(s) that can focus their time and effort on 
ensuring that the projects identified in the Plan move 
forward.

The town will need to spearhead efforts to identify 
the person(s) best suited to serve as the lead on 
implementing the Plan. Information about potential 
people and/or organizations to consider for this role 
is included on the following pages.

The Action Plan, starting on page 67, offers a list of 
implementation projects and programs (i.e., actions). 
These actions were identified as specific things that 
the community can do to work to achieve the vision 
and goals for Meeker.

The implementation actions presented in the Action 
Plan are organized by priority (i.e., Top Priorities, Mid-
Level Priorities, and Low-Level Priorities). The priority 
and timing assigned to each action is intended to 
serve as a guide and may shift based on opportunities 
(e.g., grant funding becomes available) and/or 
changes in community priorities.

For each Top and Mid-level priority action listed 
in the Action Plan, the responsible party, potential 
partners, resources available/needed, and measures 
of success have been defined.
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POTENTIAL FUNDING SOURCES
It is recommended that a multi-pronged approach be developed and pursued for implementing Meeker’s Community 
Master Plan. The outcome of this approach will ideally be the compilation of a number of financial resources from 
various sources. This approach will help keep implementation from being reliant on a sole source of funding. 
Furthermore, the successful accrual of multiple financial resources could enable Meeker to move forward on a number 
of implementation projects in the near-term.

Listed on the following pages are a number of potential funding sources to be considered.

1. The Town of Meeker’s General Fund
The town’s General Fund (primarily funded by local sales and property tax revenues) can serve as a source of 
funding for implementation projects in Meeker. However, the General Fund must also provide funding for the 
many services provided by the town and for other projects in the community. It is recommended that monies 
from the town’s General Fund be leveraged by combining with funds from other sources (e.g., grants).

2. Meeker Urban Renewal Authority
The Meeker Urban Renewal Authority 
(MURA) has the authority to use 
Tax Increment Financing (TIF). TIF 
is a process by which the Urban 
Renewal Authority (URA) can use a 
portion of future tax revenue from 
a defined area/district to encourage 
development in that area.

TIF is one of the most powerful 
local tools for funding a range of 
public improvements, such as public 
space improvements, streetscape 
improvements, affordable housing 
and economic development 
initiatives. The potential to generate 
TIF revenue depends on growth in 
taxes as a result of private investment 
and expanded economic activity, 
like sales, within the boundaries 
of an established TIF District over 
the lifespan of the district (usually 
25-years for a URA). The rate and 
scale of that growth is directly related 
to the amount of tax increment that 
is generated. Thus, TIF districts work 
best if they are paired with regulatory 
changes that support private 
investment.

WHAT IS TAX INCREMENT FINANCING (TIF)?
“Tax Increment Financing” (TIF) is a tool available to a TIF Authority (e.g., the 
Meeker Urban Renewal Authority) that enables that entity to use a portion of 
future tax revenues from a defined area/district to fund a variety of projects and/or 
programs in that area.

When a TIF district is established, an “Existing Tax Base” is determined by calculating 
the total amount of existing property and/or sales tax revenue generated within the 
proposed district. The Existing Tax Base continues to be paid to the existing taxing 
entities (ex. County, School District, Recreation District, etc.), while the increment, 
called the “Incremental Tax Revenue,” goes to the TIF Authority (i.e., Urban Renewal 
Authority (URA) or Downtown Development Authority (DDA)) for a specified period 
of time - usually 25 to 30 years. Often the Incremental Tax Revenue is used to 
payback bonds issued by the TIF Authority to finance projects and/or programs. 
It should be noted that while there is no increase in tax rates resulting from TIF, 
increased property values do often result, which in turn can produce property tax 
increases.

At the end of the TIF district’s life span, all tax revenues, called the “Post TIF District 
Tax Base,” are distributed among all taxing entities in the district. Over the long 
term, these entities benefit because once the TIF district expires, they receive the 
additional tax increment resulting from the investments made in the district.
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3. Colorado Main Street Program
Meeker is a Colorado Main Street Community. As a Main Street Community, Meeker has the ability to access a 
number of resources, including non-competitive mini grants that can be used for planning, training, and physical 
improvements.

3. Federal, State, and Private Financial Assistance/Grant Programs
There are a number of Federal, State and Private financial assistance/grant programs for Meeker to explore in 
order to assist with funding the successful implementation of the projects described in this plan. A selection of 
financial assistance/grant programs relevant to Meeker are offered in the Appendices.

4. Strategic Partnerships
Strategic partnerships between the town, the ERBM Recreation & Park District, Rio Blanco County, local 
institutions/organizations, the Colorado Department of Transportation, the Bureau of Land Management, US 
Forest Service, etc. could serve as an effective way to fund specific implementation projects.

6. Crowdfunding
Crowdfunding platforms helped revolutionize the startup industry at the turn of the decade. Now, crowdfunding 
has made its way toward supporting social causes, making easier for people to invest in the transformation of 
their community. There are numerous crowdfunding platforms available these days. Listed in the Appendices 
are select examples of crowdfunding platforms that could be explored and possibly pursued to raise funding for 
Meeker’s implementation efforts.

7. Donations and Volunteer Opportunities
Creating opportunities for people to donate to and/or volunteer for implementation projects in Meeker could help to:

• Create local ownership of implementation projects.

• Reduce costs associated with implementing projects.

• Provide an option for people to contribute financially if they are otherwise unable to contribute to Meeker’s 
implementation efforts.

ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
1. Town Staff
The town could explore hiring a part-time or full-time employee to spearhead Meeker’s implementation efforts. 
Successful implementation necessitates a staff position that focuses on overseeing implementation projects and 
researching and pursuing various financial resources. Burdening an existing staff person(s) with these duties is 
not likely to be successful.

2. Meeker Urban Renewal Authority (MURA)
The MURA could provide the organizational, and financial, support necessary for successful implementation. 
Refer to the Appendices for additional information about the MURA.

3. Meeker Main Street Program (Project 45)
The organizational structure provided by Meeker’s Main Street program (i.e., Project 45) could help to divide 
the workload and delineate responsibility for implementing the Plan. This structure could also help to build 
consensus and cooperation among the various stakeholders. In some Colorado Main Street communities, 
volunteers are coordinated and supported by a paid program director or by a local government staff person.

4. Volunteer Organization/Committee
The Meeker Moving Forward committee, or similar type of volunteer organization, could be established to 
provide the organizational support necessary for implementing the Plan. Strong leadership and commitment 
from volunteers will be necessary to ensure this approach is effective. Meeker’s elected officials will also need to 
look to instill this organization with some authority to enable the group to make meaningful change.
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ABOUT THE ACTION PLAN

The Action Plan outlines specific projects and programs that the town may pursue – either alone, or in 
partnership with others - to support implementation of the Community Master Plan. The Action Plan is intended 
to be used as a tool to guide capital investments, work plans, and allocation of staff time and other town 
resources.

The implementation actions presented in the Action Plan are organized by priority (i.e., High, Medium, or 
Low). The priority and timing assigned to each action is intended to serve as a guide and may shift based on 
opportunities (e.g., grant funding becomes available) and/or changes in community priorities.

TOP PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 0-5 YEARS

These actions are the community’s top priority or are already a priority for the Town of Meeker (i.e., an on-
going effort). Top priorities are intended to be implemented within 0-5 years.

MID-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 5-10 YEARS

These actions are mid-level priorities and are to be implemented in 5-10 years.

LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS

These are important actions, but higher ranking actions (i.e., Top and Mid-level priorities) take precedence. 
Low-level priorities are intended to be implemented at some point within the next 15 years.

For each Top and Mid-level priority action listed, the responsible party, potential partners, resources available/
needed, and measures of success are defined.

1. Responsibility
For each action, the town department, elected or appointed body, area agency, and/or other party considered 
best-suited for leading the effort has been identified. Potential partners that could play a supporting role in 
implementing each action have also been identified.

2. Resources Available/Needed
The types of resources needed to implement the actions identified in this Plan vary. The categories of resources 
that are likely available or needed for each action are listed in the Action Plan. These categories include:

• Staff Time. Many of the implementation actions will require town staff time for completion or on-going 
administration. Some of these actions build on efforts that are currently underway, while others may require 
town staff to allocate additional time, on top of their current responsibilities.

Successful implementation of the Plan will rely heavily on adequate time and effort being allocated to the 
actions identified. New part-time or full-time town staff may be required to achieve this. If so, the town will 
need to give consideration to how to fund this additional position(s).

• Outside Support/Expertise. Outside support (e.g., consultant(s), other organizations/agencies in Meeker, etc.) 
or other specialized services may be required to successfully implement a number of the actions listed in the 
Action Plan. Funding for outside support and/or specialized services will need to be taken into consideration.

• Funding. Funding is one of the essential resources necessary for implementation. There are a number of 
monetary resources that the town could look to tap into for implementing the Plan, including: the town’s 
General Fund; funding from the Meeker Urban Renewal Authority (e.g., issuance of bonds); Main Street 
program grants; federal, state, and private financial assistance/grant programs; and, crowdfunding.

• Jurisdiction/Regulatory Authority. The Town of Meeker has a number of regulatory tools at its disposal that 
could be used to support implementation of the Plan. These include: annexation, zoning, subdivision and 
design regulations, and code enforcement.
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In certain instances, the town does not have jurisdiction, such as State Highway 13 (CDOT’s jurisdiction) or 
areas outside of the town limits (e.g., Rio Blanco County’s jurisdiction). In order to implement actions that are 
outside of the town’s jurisdiction, it will be critical for the town to work in partnership with the agency that has 
jurisdiction. 

• Political Support/Will. Meeker’s Town Board is responsible for overseeing the allocation of town resources, as 
well as establishing priorities for town staff. This is also true for the Board of Directors for the ERBM Recreation 
and Park District, Board of County Commissioners, and so forth. Having the support for implementing the Plan 
from elected bodies will be key to making things happen in Meeker. 

 Furthermore, there may be implementation actions that not everyone in the community is on-board for. 
In these instances, it will be important for the elected bodies to reflect on the broad-based input from the 
community that was gathered via the Meeker Moving Forward process and do their best to make decisions 
that reflect the community’s values and priorities. 

• Collaboration/Partnerships. A number of actions identified in the Action Plan could benefit from or will require 
collaboration/partnerships with other agencies in the region, such as the ERBM Recreation and Park District, 
Meeker Chamber of Commerce, Rio Blanco County, RE-1 School District, or the Colorado Department of 
Transportation.

3. Measures of Success
It is important to identify measures of success (i.e., metrics) for actions, so that progress can be tracked and 
accomplishments can be celebrated. Assessing progress being made on implementation actions can help to 
maintain focus, sustain momentum, note when key milestones are achieved, and provide excitement for moving 
towards successful completion.

Measures of success have been identified for each Top and Mid-level priority action presented on the following 
pages. These metrics are intended to provide guidances for the type of information/data to be collected to track 
progress being made on each implementation action. 

THE ACTION PLAN

TOP PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 0-5 YEARS

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 2.E.1: Lead:
Administration

Potential Partners:
• Town Dept. Heads
• Town Board
• Project 45
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Rio Blanco County
• CDOT
• Pioneers Medical 

Center
• Fire District
• Meeker San. District

Available:
• Staff Expertise
• Political Support/Will
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise

- e.g., Cost Estimates for 
Capital Projects

• Funding
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• Preparation and adoption 
of a CIP.

• Regular use of the CIP 
in conjunction with the 
town’s annual budget 
process.

• CIP reviewed and updated 
on an as needed basis.

• Coordination between the 
town and area agencies on 
long-range improvement 
plans,

• Number of capital 
improvement projects 
successfully implemented.

Create a long-range (e.g., 5-10 years) Capital 
Improvements Plan (CIP) with broad-based 
input to ensure provision of high-quality 
facilities, infrastructure, utilities, and public 
services to Meeker’s community. 

If feasible, incorporate costs associated with: 
(1) new or upgraded recreation facilities and 
parks, specifically the town parks at 11th Street 
and 12th Street; (2) mobility enhancement 
projects (refer to pages 49-50); and, (3) 
community gateway design and construction 
into the CIP. 

The CIP is to be used in the town’s annual 
budget process and is to be reviewed/updated 
on as needed basis.
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TOP PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 0-5 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 3.C.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Dept. Heads
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.

Available:
• Outside Support/Expertise

- CIRSA Training
- APA Colorado Training

• Staff Expertise
• Expertise of former 

Trustees, Planning 
Commissioners, etc.

• Political Support/Will

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise
• Funding

• Growing interest in, and 
candidates for, vacancies 
on the Town Board, 
Planning Commission, etc.

• Establishment of an 
on-boarding process for 
new Trustees, Planning 
Commissioners, etc.

Actively advertise for vacancies on the Town 
Board, Planning Commission, and other 
town boards/committees using a variety of 
communication channels (e.g.,, the town’s 
website, social media, email lists, local 
newspaper, etc.).

Establish an on-boarding process that offers 
training, access to relevant documents, and 
other information to new Trustees, Planning 
Commissioners, and other board members so 
that they can be successful in their service to 
the community.

Action 3.D.1: Lead:
Town Board

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Planning Commission
• RE-1 School District
• Student Council
• Area Youth Orgs.

Available:
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will
• Other Avail. Resources

Needed:
• Collaboration/Partnerships
• Outside Support/Expertise

- Youth Volunteers
• Staff Time

• Establishment of, and 
youth participation on, a 
YAC.

• Recommendations from 
the YAC used to guide the 
town’s decision-making.

• Youth participation 
in, and ownership of, 
implementing this Plan.

Facilitate youth participation in local decision-
making by pursuing options such as:

• Establishing a Youth Advisory Committee 
(YAC) that offers recommendations to the 
Town Board.

• Involving young adults in the 
implementation of projects identified in the 
Meeker Community Plan.

Action 5.A.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Area Developers and 

Builders
• Area Realtors
• Property and Business 

Owners

Available:
• Staff Time
• Funding
• Outside Support/Expertise
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will

Needed:
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• Review and adoption of 
revised town policies, as 
appropriate.

• Review and adoption 
of revised town fees, as 
appropriate.

• Preparation and adoption 
of a revised Land Use 
Code.

Review Meeker’s policies, fees, and regulations 
to ensure that:

• New growth and development:
- Is consistent with the community’s vision 

and goals.
- Will positively affect the town.

• They:
- Work to achieve the community’s desires 

for Meeker’s physical appearance.
- Include adequate criteria for 

annexations.
- Encourage residential infill development.
- Align with and support the community’s 

aspirations for the local economy.
- Protect the community’s clean air and 

water resources.
- Encourage the use of native plant 

species that preserve and enhance 
biodiversity and wildlife habitat in 
Meeker.
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TOP PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 0-5 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 5.D.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Meeker Chamber
• Area Businesses and 

Entrepreneurs
• Area Developers and 

Builders
• Area Realtors
• Property Owners

Available:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise
• Funding
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• None Identified

• Preparation and adoption 
of a revised/updated Land 
Use Code.

• Growing private sector 
interest and investment in 
Meeker.

• Increasing development 
activity in Meeker.

• Positive feedback on 
the town’s land use 
regulations and review 
processes.

Revise Meeker’s land use regulations so that 
they: 

• Are uncomplicated, user-friendly, align with 
the community’s vision and goals.

• Encourage the type of development desired 
by the community.

• Can adapt to future economic/market 
trends.

• Support the development of existing 
properties in Meeker (i.e., infill 
development).

• Facilitate the re-purposing/re-use of existing 
commercial and industrial properties.

• Ensure that the mass, scale and design of 
new commercial and industrial development 
in Meeker complements adjacent properties 
and existing neighborhoods.

• Allow creative use of commercial and 
industrial spaces in Meeker, such as shared/
co-op space.

• Allow childcare facilities in appropriate 
locations.

• Include dark-sky lighting standards.

• Encourage Low Impact Development (LID).

• Encourage the use of native plant species 
that preserve and enhance biodiversity and 
wildlife habitat in Meeker.

• Limit development in areas that are 
susceptible to risk from natural hazards, 
such as wildfires, flooding and landslides.

Action 8.A.1: Lead:
Administration

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• MURA
• Rio Blanco County
• Meeker Chamber
• Project 45

Available:
• Funding

- MURA TIF Funds
- General Fund

• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time

• Funding of a new position 
at the town.

• Successful fulfillment of 
new position.

• Number of economic 
development efforts 
successfully implemented 
by new position.

• Growing economic activity 
(e.g., tax revenues, 
number of successful 
businesses, etc.) in 
Meeker, resulting from 
the town’s economic 
development efforts.

Explore creating a new position at the town 
dedicated to overseeing, coordinating, 
and implementing Meeker’s economic 
development efforts, to include:

• Economic development initiatives.

• Collaboration with the county’s economic 
development department.

• Coordination and marketing of community 
events.

• Seeking and pursuing grant funding to the 
projects identified in this plan.

• Serving as a liaison to the Meeker 
Chamber, Project 45, local businesses, and 
entrepreneurs.

The town could fill this position by hiring new 
town staff or by contracting with a consultant.  
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TOP PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 0-5 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 8.G.1: Lead:
• Project 45
• Meeker Chamber
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

• Rio Blanco County

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Area ISPs

Available:
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Funding

• Information about 
Meeker’s broadband 
highlighted in marketing 
materials.

• Number of businesses, 
location-neutral workers, 
etc. choosing to stay in, or 
locate to, Meeker because 
of local internet service.

Market Meeker’s high-speed broadband.

Action 8.H.1: Lead:
• Meeker Chamber
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Project 45
• Rio Blanco County
• CNCC

Available:
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Funding

• Preparation and 
implementation of 
business recruitment and 
attraction strategies based 
on best practices.

• Number of business 
recruited/attracted to 
Meeker.

• Growing economic activity 
in Meeker.

Research best practices for business 
recruitment/attraction in rural communities.

Develop and implement business recruitment/
attraction strategies based on best practices.

Action 9.E.1: Lead:
Administration

Potential Partners:
• Rio Blanco County
• USFS
• BLM
• CPW
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Area Ranchers
• Area Outfitters
• MAMBA

Available:
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise

- e.g., Facilitator(s)
• Funding
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• Inclusive and collaborative 
effort that results in 
the preparation and 
implementation of a 
shared strategy for 
balancing the use of public 
lands around Meeker.

Collaborate with Rio Blanco County, the USFS, 
the BLM, CPW, ERBM Recreation & Park 
District, local ranchers, outfitters, advocacy 
groups, and other stakeholders on a strategy 
for balancing the use of public lands around 
Meeker.

Action 9.E.2: Lead:
Administration

Potential Partners:
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Rio Blanco County
• BLM
• CPW
• USFS

Available:
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Funding
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will

• Multi-entity collaboration 
on the preparation and 
distribution of educational 
materials.

• Growing awareness of:
- Appropriate use of 

public lands.
- Which agency to 

contact for information 
about certain public 
lands.

Partner with the ERBM Recreation & Park 
District, Rio Blanco County, BLM, CPW, USFS, 
and other agencies to develop and make 
available educational materials that provide 
information about:

• Responsible use of public lands.

• The types of activities are permitted on 
public lands.

• Which agency to contact with questions 
about the use of certain areas (this 
information will be particularly helpful to 
local outfitters).
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TOP PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 0-5 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 10.A.1: Lead:
• Project 45
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Meeker Chamber
• Project 45
• Rio Blanco County
• Area Businesses and 

Entrepreneurs
• BLM
• USFS
• CPW
• RE-1 School District

Available:
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority

- e.g., Authority over 
Town-Owned Properties

• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise

- e.g., Facilitator(s)
• Funding
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority

- e.g., Town Does Not 
Have Authority Over 
BLM or USFS Lands

• Multi-entity collaboration 
on a strategy for year-
round recreation in and 
around Meeker.

• Number of year-round 
recreation opportunities 
in the Meeker area.

• Growing number of 
residents and/or visitors 
drawn to Meeker for year-
round recreation.

• Number of businesses 
working to capitalize on 
year-round recreation 
opportunities.

Work with the ERBM Recreation & Park 
District, Meeker Chamber, Rio Blanco County, 
BLM, USFS, CPW, local schools, and other 
stakeholders to identify opportunities, and 
develop a strategy, for year-round recreation.

Action 10.A.3: Lead:
• Project 45
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• BLM
• CPW
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• MAMBA
• Rio Blanco County

Available:
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Funding
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority

- e.g., Public Lands

• Shared agreement on 
which trails on public 
lands are suitable 
for winter recreation 
activities.

• Multi-agency collaboration 
on the preparation and 
distribution of educational 
materials.

• Growing awareness of 
trails that are available 
for winter recreation 
activities.

• Increasing number of 
residents and/or visitors 
using trails for winter 
recreation.

Work with the BLM, CPW, the ERBM Recreation 
& Park District, and other stakeholders to 
identify trails on public lands suitable for winter 
recreation activities.

Prepare educational materials regarding these 
trails to raise public awareness of winter 
recreation opportunities.

Action 10.B.1: Lead:
Design Consultant

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Meeker Classic 

Organizers
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• MAMBA
• CPW
• BLM

Available:
• Funding

- State Programs/Grants
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Collaboration/Partnerships
• Political Support/Will

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise

- e.g., Design Consultant

• Grant funding for final Ute 
Park design.

• Collaborative effort 
resulting in final Ute Park 
design.

• Strategy for phasing, 
funding, and 
implementing final Ute 
Park design.

• Grant funding for 
implementing Ute Park 
improvements.

• Number of Ute Park 
improvements made.

Finalize the design for Ute Park by working 
with design professionals, Meeker Classic 
organizers, ERBM Recreation and Park District, 
MAMBA, CPW, and other stakeholders.

The proposed Ute Park loop trail is to be 
designed to accommodate wintertime activities 
such as cross-country skiing, snowshoeing, fat 
bikes, etc. 

Refer to pages 58-59 for the design concept 
developed for Ute Park.
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TOP PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 0-5 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 10.C.4: Lead:
Administration

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Property Owners

Available:
• Funding

- State Programs/Grants
• Political Support/Will

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Funding
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• Greater public access to 
and/or along the White 
River, in suitable locations.

• Growing levels of activity 
in the Meeker area, 
resulting from improved 
public access to the White 
River.

Work to identify and pursue opportunities to 
increase public access to the White River (e.g., 
easements, property acquisition, etc.).

Action 11.A.2: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Rio Blanco County
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• MAMBA
• BLM
• USFS

Available:
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Collaboration/Partnerships
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will

• Number of area agencies/
organizations that 
embrace and/or adhere to 
the town’s Mobility Plan.

• IGAs with area agencies/
organizations.

• Number of mobility 
enhancement projects 
implemented via 
collaborative efforts 
between area agencies/
organizations.

Work with the ERBM Recreation & Park 
District, advocacy groups, other stakeholders, 
and the community to adopt the Mobility Plan 
as the guiding document for streets, sidewalks, 
and trails in and around Meeker.

MID-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 5-10 YEARS

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 1.A.2: Lead:
MACC

Potential Partners:
• RE-1 School District
• Town Staff
• Project 45
• Meeker Chamber

Available:
• The Improved Auditorium

Needed:
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• Permission to host 
community events at the 
school auditorium.

• Growing number of 
community events utilizing 
the auditorium.

Partner with the RE-1 School District to utilize 
the recently improved school auditorium in 
Meeker for community events.

Action 1.A.3: Lead:
• MACC
• Project 45

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Meeker Chamber
• Rio Blanco County
• MURA

Available:
• Funding

- MURA TIF Funds
- Federal, State, and 

Private Programs/Grants
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise
• Funding
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• Growing interest in 
hosting events, concerts, 
etc. in Meeker.

• Increasing number of 
events, concerts, etc. held 
in Meeker.

• Greater economic activity 
(i.e., increasing sales 
tax) in the downtown, 
associated with the 
entertainment venue.

Support development of an entertainment 
venue in the downtown area.

Entertainment venues can offer regular, 
on-going entertainment and educational 
opportunities that attract residents and 
visitors. They often become downtown 
“anchors” (i.e., institutions that are community 
owned/operated and generate measurable 
economic impacts).

Successful examples of entertainment venues 
in Colorado include: (1) the Ute Theater in 
Rifle; (2) the Sherbino Theater in Ridgway; (3) 
the Backdoor Theater in Nederland; and, (4) 
the Magic Circle Theatre in Montrose. 
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MID-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 5-10 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 1.D.1: Lead:
• MACC
• Project 45

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Historical Society
• Area Artists
• Property Owners
• Meeker Chamber

Available:
• Funding

- MURA TIF Funds
- State and Private 

Programs/Grants
- Donations/Volunteers

• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Funding
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• Development and 
implementation of a 
public art program.

• Number of local 
and regional artists 
participating in Meeker’s 
public art program.

• Number of public art 
displays in Meeker.

• Number of images 
posted online (e.g., on 
Instagram, Facebook, etc.) 
of Meeker’s public art 
displays.

Support a public art program in Meeker that:

• Focuses on, and highlights, Meeker’s unique 
history.

• Encourages art on blank building walls and 
the front of vacant properties.

• Enables local and regional artists to 
showcase their work.

The Town of Carbondale, CO has an “Art 
Around Town” program that could serve 
as a template for Meeker’s public art 
program. The City of Laramie, WY also has a 
Mural Program that could offer inspiration                            
(www.laramiemuralproject.org/). 

Action 2.C.2: Lead:
Town Econ. Dev. Dept. 

Potential Partners:
• RE-1 School District
• CNCC
• Meeker Chamber
• Project 45
• Rio Blanco County
• Area Businesses and 

Entrepreneurs

Available:
• Funding

- State Programs/Grants

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise

- e.g., For Data Collection 
and Analysis

• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• Collaboration on 
identifying data needs, 
data collection, and 
analysis.

• Findings of data analysis 
made available to the 
community.

• Data analysis findings used 
to guide the development 
of educational and 
training programs in 
Meeker.

Partner with the RE-1 School District, CNCC, 
Rio Blanco County, and other stakeholders 
to compile and analyze data that helps the 
community understand:

• The needs of Meeker’s highschoolers, 
residents, and workforce.

• The types of educational and/or training 
programs needed in Meeker.

• Future market trends in Meeker, Rio Blanco 
County, Northwest Colorado, etc.

• What industries in the Meeker area are likely 
to be built on/expanded upon.

Action 3.B.3: Lead:
• Administration
• Town Board

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Meeker Chamber
• Project 45
• Historical Society
• MACC
• MAMBA

Available:
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Political Support/Will

• Number of partnerships 
between the town and 
local organizations and 
non-profits.

• Level of collaboration and 
coordination between 
the town and local 
organizations and non-
profits.

• Number of collaborative 
implementation efforts.

Maintain and/or develop relationships with 
organizations and non-profits that enhance the 
quality of life in Meeker.

Action 4.C.3: Lead:
• Administration
• Design Consultant

Potential Partners:
• CDOT
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Project 45
• MURA

Available:
• Collaboration/Partnerships
• Funding

- MURA TIF Funds
• 

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise
• Funding
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority

• Improving public opinion 
of SH-13 aesthetics and 
safety.

• Increasing levels of 
pedestrian activity along 
SH-13.

• Slower vehicle speeds 
along SH-13.

• Growing private 
investment along SH-13.

Work with the CDOT to explore the 
construction of streetscape improvements 
along Market Street (SH-13). These 
improvements may include:

• Additional sidewalks.

• Curb extensions/bulb-outs.

• Street trees.

• Pedestrian-scale, dark-sky lighting (solar 
powered options to be considered).
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MID-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 5-10 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 5.E.2: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Rio Blanco County

Available:
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will

• IGA between the town 
and county addressing 
growth and development 
outside of the town’s 
limits.

• Adoption or ratification 
of Meeker’s Community 
Master Plan by Rio Blanco 
County.

• Opportunities for the 
town to weigh in on 
growth and development 
in the county that could 
impact Meeker.

Actively participate with Rio Blanco County 
on growth and development outside of 
the town limits and within Meeker’s 3-Mile 
Planning Area to ensure the rural character and 
agricultural lands surrounding the town are 
preserved.

Action 6.A.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development
• Pioneers Med. Center

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Rio Blanco County

Available:
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• A shared understanding 
of if/when a assisted 
living facility is needed in 
Meeker.

• Collaboration on a 
strategy for developing an 
assisted living facility.

Work with the Pioneer’s Medical Center to 
explore the need and options for an assisted 
living facility(ies) in Meeker.

Action 6.B.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• MURA
• Area Contractors
• Area Developers
• Property Owners

Available:
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Funding

- MURA TIF Funds
- Federal and State 

Brownfields Programs
• Political Support/Will

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• Establishment of an 
initiative/program 
that facilitates the 
rehabilitation and/
or redevelopment of 
dilapidated housing and 
underutilized properties.

• Number of property 
owners that participate in 
the initiative/program.

• Number of properties 
rehabilitated and 
redeveloped as a result of 
the initiative/program.

Develop and implement a multi-faceted 
initiative/program that encourages the 
rehabilitation and/or redevelopment of 
dilapidated housing and underutilized 
properties in Meeker.

As part of this effort, work with schools, non-
profits, property owners, businesses, and 
other stakeholders to explore opportunities 
for developing trades programs that offer 
educational experience and improve the 
quality of older housing in town.

Action 7.C.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Public Works
• New Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Meeker San. District
• White River Electric
• Area ISPs

Available:
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority

- e.g., Town Water Rates

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise

- e.g., Utility Rate Studies
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

• Partnerships between 
the town and local utility 
providers.

• Multi-agency collaboration 
on a shared strategy 
for working to maintain 
affordable utilities in 
Meeker.

• Tracking utility rates over 
the coming years. 

Partner with Meeker’s utility providers to 
ensure that utilities remain affordable for town 
residents.
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MID-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 5-10 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 8.A.3: Lead:
• Project 45
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Meeker Chamber
• Rio Blanco County
• MURA
• Area Businesses and 

Entrepreneurs

Available:
• Funding

- MURA TIF Funds
- State Programs/Grants
- General Fund

• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise

- e.g., App and/or 
Website Developer

• Preparation and 
distribution of marketing 
materials for Meeker.

• Development, distribution, 
and public use of a 
“Meeker App.”

• Collaboration and 
coordination between 
the town and county 
on marketing efforts for 
Meeker.

• Number of residents 
and/or visitors drawn 
to Meeker as a result of 
marketing efforts.

• Growing economic activity 
in Meeker as a result of 
marketing efforts.

Develop and implement a marketing strategy 
for the Town of Meeker to:

• Sustain, and build on, the momentum 
from the Meeker Moving Forward planning 
process.

• Continue raising community awareness 
about efforts to strengthen Meeker’s 
economy.

Suggested marketing tools include:

• A “Meeker App” (refer to page 16 of the 
Meeker: Project 45 Strategic Plan)

• Package of information that could promote 
available commercial properties, tax credits, 
market information, lifestyle and other 
assets in Meeker.

• Stickers.

• Coffee sleeves and/or reusable shopping 
bags.

• Yard signs.

• Posters.

• An online resource that serves as a single-
source of information about Meeker and its 
economic development efforts.

• Social media posts.

• Word of mouth to inform others about 
things to do and see in Meeker.

Action 8.C.2: Lead:
• Project 45
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Meeker Chamber
• Area Businesses and 

Entrepreneurs
• MURA
• Rio Blanco County

Available:
• Funding

- MURA TIF Funds
- Federal and State 

Programs/Grants
- General Fund

• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time

• Multi-entity and 
stakeholder collaboration 
on a program(s) for 
retaining and/or 
expanding locally-owned 
and operated businesses 
in Meeker.

• Implementation of a 
program(s) for retaining 
and/or expanding locally-
owned and operated 
businesses.

• Number of locally-owned 
and operated businesses 
in Meeker.

• Number of locally-owned 
and operated businesses 
that have expanded, or 
have plans to.

Partner with the Meeker Chamber, Rio Blanco 
County, business owners, entrepreneurs, and 
other stakeholders to identify and/or create 
programs to retain and/or expand locally-
owned and operated businesses.

https://meekerchamber.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Meeker-Strategic-Plan_Final.pdf
https://meekerchamber.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Meeker-Strategic-Plan_Final.pdf
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MID-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 5-10 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 8.D.2: Lead:
Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• RE-1 School District
• CNCC
• Meeker Chamber
• Project 45
• Area Businesses and 

Entrepreneurs
• Rio Blanco County

Available:
• Funding

- State Programs/Grants
• 

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Collaboration/Partnerships
• Funding

• Multi-entity collaboration 
on developing and 
implementing a local 
apprenticeship/mentor 
program.

• Level of participation in 
the program.

• Number of local 
employees, businesses, 
innovations, etc. that 
emerge from the program.

Work with area businesses, entrepreneurs, 
and other stakeholders to explore options for a 
local apprenticeship/mentor program.

Action 8.H.2: Lead:
Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Meeker Chamber
• Project 45
• Rio Blanco County

Available:
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise
• Data Collection

• Process established for 
regularly evaluating 
strategies.

• Data collection and 
analysis to quantify 
efficacy of strategies.

• Strategies updated/
modified, as needed.

Regularly evaluate Meeker’s business 
recruitment/attraction strategies to ensure that 
they are effective and support the community’s 
vision and goals.

Action 10.C.3: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Design Consultant

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• CPW
• USACE
• Property Owners
• Area Outfitters
• Rio Blanco County

Available:
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority

- Authority over town-
owned properties

• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority

- USACE regulates 
changes to river channel

• Outside Support/Expertise
- e.g., Design Consultant

• Funding
• Political Support/Will

• General consensus on 
the types of in-stream 
features appropriate in 
Meeker.

• Area agency and 
community support for 
in-stream features.

• Multi-entity collaboration 
on the design and 
construction of in-stream 
features.

• Growing levels of activity 
being driven by river 
corridor enhancements.

• Amount of positive 
feedback regarding in-
stream features.

Explore options for constructing fish-friendly 
in-stream water features in the White River. 
The provision of in-stream features will help to 
further enhance Meeker’s recreation offerings 
and support local tourism efforts. 

The in-stream features that were recently 
installed in the St. Vrain Creek in Lyons, 
Colorado could serve as a good example to 
study.

Action 10.E.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.
• ERBM Rec. & Park

Potential Partners:
• Area Volunteer Orgs.

Available:
• Funding

- State Programs/Grants
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise

- e.g., Grant Consultant
• Political Support/Will

• Multi-entity collaboration 
on grant applications.

• Number of successful 
grant applications. 

• Amount of grant dollars 
obtained for enhancing 
Meeker’s recreation 
amenities and parks.

• Number of volunteer 
driven enhancement 
projects.

Work with the ERBM Recreation & Park 
District to pursue grant funding and volunteer 
opportunities to enhance the town’s recreation 
amenities and parks.
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MID-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 5-10 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY RESOURCES MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Action 11.G.2: Lead:
• Administration
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Design Consultant

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Project 45
• Meeker Chamber
• MURA
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Property Owners

Available:
• Funding

- State Programs/Grants
- MURA TIF Funds

• Jurisdiction/Reg. Authority
• Political Support/Will
• Collaboration/Partnerships

Needed:
• Staff Time
• Outside Support/Expertise

- e.g., Design Consultant

• Develop designs for 
improving access to 
the White River at the 
southern end of 8th Street 
and 3rd Street.

• Fund and construct 
improvements.

• Growing use of, and 
activity along, the river 
corridor.

Design and install improvements at the 
southern end of 8th Street and 3rd Street to 
attract people from Market Street (SH-13) to 
the White River. These improvements will also 
enhance public access to the White River.

LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 1.A.1: Lead:
Administration

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Historical Society
• MACC

Appoint a town liaison to work with the Historical Society, MACC, and other 
stakeholders to ensure regular and open communication with these groups.

Action 1.B.1: Lead:
Historical Society

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Project 45
• Rio Blanco County

Partner with the Historical Society and other stakeholders to pursue grant funding 
for historic preservation efforts.

Action 1.B.2: Lead:
Historical Society

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Project 45
• Rio Blanco County

Work with the Historical Society and other stakeholders to develop and implement 
interpretive signage and educational materials for historic sites and structures in 
and around Meeker.

Action 1.B.3: Lead:
Historical Society

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Project 45

Work with the Historical Society and White River Museum to accommodate an 
outdoor museum display along Park Avenue. Refer to page 52 for an illustration of 
what this might look like.

Action 1.B.4: Lead:
Historical Society

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Project 45
• MURA
• Rio Blanco County
• Property Owners

Explore options for funding the restoration and rehabilitation of historic buildings 
in Meeker.
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LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 1.B.4: Lead:
Historical Society

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Project 45
• MURA
• Rio Blanco County
• Property Owners

Explore options for funding the restoration and rehabilitation of historic buildings 
in Meeker.

Action 1.C.1: Lead:
• MACC
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Project 45
• Meeker Chamber
• Rio Blanco County
• Property Owners
• Area Businesses and 

Entrepreneurs

Support increasing art-related business startups in the downtown area. A 
developed arts industry cluster (i.e., a geographic concentration of arts-related 
businesses and institutions) in the downtown would help to differentiate Meeker, 
support tourism, and enhance the town’s economic vitality.

The first step in bolstering Meeker’s existing arts industry cluster is to identify and 
activate local innovators, artists/creators, musicians, and others who have business 
ideas that fit well in the downtown. Once this has been done, connect these 
individuals with business development services and resources needed to launch a 
startup.

Support for art industry business startups may include: (1) local incentives and 
assistance to secure a business location (e.g., facilitate space-sharing agreements); 
and/or, (2) development of a “makerspace” where equipment and tools are made 
available in a communal, rentable space.

Action 2.A.1: Lead:
• Administration
• ERBM Rec. & Park

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• MAMBA
• Area Volunteer Orgs.

Construct a loop trail with shaded seating areas in Ute Park that offers recreational 
opportunity for a wide range of user groups and abilities.

Action 2.B.1: Lead:
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.
• Project 45
• Meeker Chamber

Potential Partners:
• RE-1 School District
• CNCC
• Rio Blanco County

Continue to include information about Meeker’s school system in marketing 
materials for the town.

Action 2.C.1: Lead:
• CNCC
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• RE-1 School District
• Meeker Chamber
• Rio Blanco County

Develop and share education materials with the community to raise awareness 
about what it might take to achieve Meeker’s aspirations for higher education.

Action 2.D.2: Lead:
• Comm. Development
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Rio Blanco County
• RE-1 School District
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Area Businesses/

Employers

Work with Rio Blanco County, local schools, employers, parents and other 
stakeholders to develop an understanding of the needs for childcare in Meeker and 
to develop a strategy for addressing those needs.
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LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 3.A.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• RE-1 School District
• Project 45
• Meeker Chamber
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Historical Society
• MACC
• Rio Blanco County

Explore new avenues for effective community outreach and engagement.

Action 3.B.1: Lead:
Administration

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Meeker San. District
• Rio Blanco County
• CPW
• BLM
• USFS

Use agreements with local, state and federal entities to establish formal working 
relationships.

Action 3.B.2: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Property and Business 

Owners
• Meeker Chamber
• Project 45
• Historical Society
• MACC
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Meeker San. District
• Rio Blanco County
• CPW
• BLM
• USFS

Work with public and private entities to ensure that they have latitude to 
accomplish identified community objectives with the town serving as a facilitator.

Action 3.B.3: Lead:
Administration

Potential Partners:
• Meeker Chamber
• Project 45
• Historical Society
• MACC
• MAMBA

Maintain and/or develop relationships with organizations and non-profits that 
enhance the quality of life in Meeker.

Action 3.E.1: Lead:
Administration

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.Solicit volunteers from the Town Board, Planning Commission, town staff, etc. to 

represent Meeker in county, regional, and/or state planning efforts.
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LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 4.A.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Property Owners
• Business Owners
• Meeker Chamber
• Project 45
• MURA
• State and Private 

Programs/Grants

Devise an incentive program to encourage property and/or business owners to 
enhance the appearance of their property/business that could include:

• Low or no-interest loans for property improvement projects (e.g., new 
landscaping, fencing to screen storage areas, new siding, sidewalks, etc.). 

• Matching funds for property improvement projects (e.g., new landscaping, 
fencing to screen storage areas, new siding, sidewalks, etc.). 

Action 4.A.3: Lead:
• Police Department
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.Continue working to enforce the town’s regulations and policies in order to 

enhance the physical appearance of the community.

Action 4.A.4: Lead:
Project 45

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Property Owners
• Business Owners
• Area Volunteers

Coordinate with local organizations, schools, etc. to organize a volunteer clean-up 
day and help property owners spruce up the appearance of their property.

Action 4.A.5: Lead:
Project 45

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Area Contractors

Explore options for encouraging/incentivizing local contractors to provide low or no 
cost assistance with property improvement projects. 

Action 4.B.1: Lead:
Project 45

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• MURA
• Meeker Chamber
• MACC
• Historical Society

Explore options for funding and/or incentivizing community beautification efforts 
that could include:

• An enhanced building façade improvement program.

• A community flower and bench program.

• A public art display and/or mural program (refer to Action 1.D.1).

• Creative crosswalks (refer to 2019 Community Placemaking Strategy).

• Decorative trash and recycling receptacles.

Action 4.B.2: Lead:
• Project 45
• Design Consultant(s)

Potential Partners:
• CDOT
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• MURA
• Meeker Chamber

Work with CDOT, Project 45, and other stakeholders to explore options for the 
design and construction of landscaped medians within the Market Street (SH-13) 
right-of-way.

It is recommended that landscaped medians be considered near:

• The intersection of Market Street (SH-13) and 13th Street.

• Watts Market, along Market Street (SH-13).

Refer to the Appendices for examples of medians that other Colorado communities 
have worked with CDOT to install on state highways.
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LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 4.B.2: Lead:
• Project 45
• Design Consultant(s)

Potential Partners:
• CDOT
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• MURA
• Meeker Chamber

Work with CDOT, Project 45, and other stakeholders to explore options for the 
design and construction of landscaped medians within the Market Street (SH-13) 
right-of-way.

It is recommended that landscaped medians be considered near:

• The intersection of Market Street (SH-13) and 13th Street.

• Watts Market, along Market Street (SH-13).

Refer to the Appendices for examples of medians that other Colorado communities 
have worked with CDOT to install on state highways.

Action 4.E.1: Lead:
• Project 45
• Design Consultant(s)

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• CDOT
• MURA
• Meeker Chamber
• Rio Blanco County

Partner with CDOT, Project 45, Rio Blanco County, and other stakeholders to: (1) 
identify locations for new or enhanced community gateway features; and, (2) 
engage design professionals in the design of gateways at key locations in and 
around Meeker.

Locations to consider for new or enhanced community gateway features include:

• The intersection of SH-13 and SH-64.

• The intersection of Main Street and SH-13.

• Near Watts Market, along Market Street (SH-13).

• The intersection of SH-13 and County Road 8.

• Near the northern town boundary, along SH-13.

Refer to: (1) page 48 for conceptual sketches of potential community gateway 
features; and, (2) the Appendices for examples of gateway features that other 
Colorado communities have worked with CDOT to install on state highways.

Action 4.E.2: Lead:
• Project 45
• Design Consultant(s)

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• CDOT
• MURA

Collaborate with CDOT, MURA, and other stakeholders to develop and implement a 
phased strategy for funding the construction of new or enhanced gateway features 
and landscaped medians. 

Action 4.C.1: Lead:
Project 45

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• MURA
• Meeker Chamber
• MACC
• Historical Society
• Area Volunteer Orgs.
• RE-1 School District
• State and Private 

Programs/Grants

Pursue grant funding and volunteer opportunities to install temporary 
improvements on town streets.

Temporary improvements (i.e., “Tactical Urbanism”) enable the community to 
“try-out” ideas before the town makes a substantial investment in permanent 
improvements. For example, Main Street could be temporarily re-striped, which 
would allow the community “try-out” and provide feedback on one of the multi-
modal concepts offered in the Appendices.

Refer to: (1) the 2019 Community Placemaking Strategy; and, (2) the 2017 Main 
Street Meeker: Project 45 Strategic Plan for additional information and ideas for 
temporary improvements in Meeker.
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LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 4.C.2: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development
• MURA

Potential Partners:
• Town Board

Investigate how to utilize the MURA to fund streetscape improvement projects.

Refer to the Appendices for additional information about the MURA.

Action 4.C.5: Lead:
Project 45

Potential Partners:
• CDOT
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Meeker Chamber

Work with CDOT to consolidate and/or remove unnecessary signs and sign posts 
along Market Street (SH-13).

Action 4.D.1: Lead:
Historical Society

Potential Partners:
• Project 45
• Town Staff
• Rio Blanco County
• Federal, State, and 

Private Programs/
Grants

Assist the Historical Society and other stakeholders with identifying and pursuing 
grant funding for historic preservation efforts.

Action 4.E.4: Lead:
• Comm. Development
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.
• Project 45

Potential Partners:
• CDOT
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Meeker Chamber
• Rio Blanco County
• RE-1 School District
• ERBM Rec. & Park

Partner with the CDOT, Project 45, the Meeker Chamber, Rio Blanco County, the 
RE-1 School District, ERBM Recreation & Park District, other stakeholders, and the 
community to explore the feasibility of, and options for, installing a community 
message board along Market Street (SH-13). This message board could be used to 
display important public information, as well as messages to encourage highway 
travelers to stop and explore Meeker.

If a sign is desired and feasible, pursue funding for its design and construction.

Action 5.C.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Town and County 

Residents
• Area Agencies, 

Organizations, 
Advocacy Groups, Etc. 

Review the Plan regularly to ensure that the document remains relevant. Engage all 
facets of Meeker’s community in all efforts to review and update the Community 
Master Plan.

Action 5.F.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Meeker Chamber
• Project 45
• Property Owners
• Business Owners
• MACC
• Historical Society

Establish town policies and regulations to allow for parklets in the downtown and 
other appropriate locations.
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LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 5.F.2: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development
• Project 45

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Meeker Chamber
• Property Owners
• Business Owners
• MACC
• Private Programs/

Grants

Develop and implement a “Parklet Pilot Program” to:

1. Test out the functionality of and impact of parklets.

2. Gather community feedback on, and gauge local interest in, parklets.

3. Evaluate town parklet policies and regulations and to identify any needed 
revisions.

Action 5.F.3: Lead:
• Project 45
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Area ISPs
• Town Board
• Meeker Chamber
• RBC Economic Dev.

Explore offering public WiFi as a downtown amenity for visitors and locals, and to 
support community events and activities.

Action 5.F.4: Lead:
• Project 45
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Meeker Chamber
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Rio Blanco County
• Historical Society
• MACC
• Area Event Organizers

Partner with the Meeker Chamber of Commerce, ERBM Recreation & Park District, 
Rio Blanco County, the Historical Society, MACC, local event organizers, and other 
stakeholders to continue developing a well-rounded schedule of community 
events.

Action 6.A.2: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• CHAFA
• Area Developers and 

Builders
• Other Rural Colorado 

Communities

Explore options for modifying the town’s policies and regulations to incentivize 
entry-level housing, workforce housing, and housing for older adults.

Action 6.B.2: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Area Developers and 

Builders
• Property Owners

Actively pursue federal and state Brownfields funding to support efforts to assess 
and/or remediate properties in Meeker with real or perceived contamination issues 
(e.g., asbestos).

Action 7.C.2: Lead:
• Administration
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.
• Water Department

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Meeker San. District
• White River Electric
• Area ISPs

Evaluate local utility rates to support billing structures that fairly distribute costs 
throughout the customer base and accommodate vulnerable populations such as 
low income households and senior households on fixed incomes.

Action 8.B.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Property Owners
• Area Realtors, 

Developers, and 
Builders

Zone properties in Meeker to ensure that adequate land is available for the 
commercial and industrial land uses desired by the community.
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LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 8.E.1: Lead:
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.
• Meeker Chamber

Potential Partners:
• CNCC
• Project 45
• Area Businesses and 

Entrepreneurs
• Area Financial 

Institutions
• Property Owners
• Rio Blanco County
• RE-1 School District
• SDO

Work with partners on a business development program in Meeker that: 

• Offers a mentorship program for people looking to start/open a business.

• Links local business owners/entrepreneurs with property owners, investors, 
financial institutions, and town/county resources.

• Offers information and training to local business owners and entrepreneurs on:

- Access to capital, financing and taxes.
- Customer service.
- Effective marketing strategies and tools.
- How to compete with big box and online retailers.
- Opportunities to capture retail leakage.
- The ins/outs of local regulations, policies and incentive programs.
- Succession planning.
- Key economic/market trends and opportunities those present.

• Provides opportunities for business owners/entrepreneurs to teach classes at 
local schools.

• Works with local businesses to offer education on the benefits of consistent 
hours of operation and to explore other practices to better address 
opportunities in Meeker.

Action 9.A.1: Lead:
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.

Potential Partners:
• Area Volunteer Orgs.
• Property Owners
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Rio Blanco County
• RE-1 School District
• CPW

Host an annual White River clean-up day to maintain the health of the river 
corridor.

Action 9.A.2: Lead:
• Administration
• Public Works
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Rio Blanco County
• Meeker San. District
• BLM
• USFS
• Property Owners
• NRCS

Regularly review Meeker’s Source Water Protection Plan (SWPP). 

Action 9.B.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Meeker San. District
• Rio Blanco County
• BLM
• USFS
• CPW

Work with area agencies to develop and implement policies and regulations that 
protect the quality and health of the natural environment in and surrounding 
Meeker.

Action 9.B.3: Lead:
• Administration
• Public Works

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.Explore options for a community street tree program in Meeker.
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LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 9.C.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Town Board

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Planning Comm.Participate in regional and state water planning efforts to ensure that Meeker’s 

voice and interests are represented. 

Action 9.D.2: Lead:
Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Fire District

Regularly review the town’s land use regulations to ensure use of current best 
practices and standards for community hazard resiliency.

Action 9.D.3: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Fire District

Partner with area agencies to explore options for developing and implementing a 
“Firewise” Community Program.

Action 10.B.2: Lead:
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.
• ERBM Rec. & Park

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Meeker Classic 

Organizers
• MAMBA

Seek out and pursue grant funding and volunteer opportunities to construct 
improvements in Ute Park.

Action 10.C.1: Lead:
Design Consultant(s)

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Property Owners
• CPW
• USACE

Work with design professionals, stakeholders, and the community to finalize the 
design of enhancements along the White River corridor. 

Action 10.C.2: Lead:
• Town Econ. Dev. Dept.
• ERBM Rec. & Park

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Area Volunteer Orgs.
• RE-1 School District
• MAMBA

Seek out and pursue grant funding and volunteer opportunities to construct 
improvements along the White River corridor. 

Action 10.D.1: Lead:
• MAMBA
• Project 45
• Design Consultant(s)

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• BLM
• USFS
• Rio Blanco County
• Property Owners

Work with area agencies, user groups, and other stakeholders to design and install 
a comprehensive system of wayfinding signage for trails in and around Meeker.

Action 10.D.2: Lead:
• Historical Society
• Project 45
• Design Consultant(s)

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Rio Blanco County

Work with area agencies and stakeholders to design and install informational 
signage for important historical sites and natural features in and around Meeker.
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LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 10.E.3: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development
• ERBM Rec. & Park

Potential Partners:
• RE-1 School District
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.

Work with the RE-1 School District, the ERBM Recreation & Park District, and other 
stakeholders to pursue upgrading the playground area adjacent to the School 
District’s Administration Building along Garfield Street.

Action 11.A.3: Lead:
• Administration
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• Rio Blanco County
• BLM
• USFS
• CPW
• MAMBA
• Property Owners

Review the Mobility Plan regularly and encourage participation from the ERBM 
Recreation & Park District, Rio Blanco County, BLM, USFS, CPW, advocacy groups, 
and other stakeholders in this process.

Action 11.B.1: Lead:
• Administration
• Town Board

Potential Partners:
• CDOT
• Project 45
• Meeker Chamber
• Business Owners
• Rio Blanco County

Partner with the CDOT on their efforts to bring a Bustang route through Meeker. 
Work with CDOT to ensure that Meeker is included as a stop along the route and 
that the bus station is located in the downtown area.

Action 11.F.3: Lead:
Design Consultant(s)

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Project 45
• CDOT
• MURA

Work with CDOT to install crossing enhancements at the intersections of: (1) 
Market Street (SH-13) and 3rd Street; (2) Market Street (SH-13) and 5th Street; and, 
(3) Market Street (SH-13) and 8th Street.

Crossing enhancements at these intersections could include: (1) pedestrian 
crossing lights/beacons (e.g., Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB)); and/or 
(2) curb extensions (i.e., bulb-outs).

Action 11.F.4: Lead:
Design Consultant(s)

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Project 45
• CDOT
• MURA

Develop and implement a phased strategy for funding and constructing curb 
extensions (i.e., bulb-outs) along Market Street (SH-13).

Action 11.G.1: Lead:
Project 45

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• MURA
• Meeker Chamber

Identify and install streetscape enhancements along side streets between Market 
Street (SH-13), Main Street, and the White River in order to draw people to 
downtown Meeker and the White River.

Improvements that could be made to side streets include: (1) decorative lighting 
over side streets; (2) parklets; (3) public art; (4) pedestrian-oriented signage; and/
or, (5) outdoor seating.
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LOW-LEVEL PRIORITIES | TIMEFRAME: WITHIN 15 YEARS (continued)

ACTION RESPONSIBILITY

Action 11.G.3: Lead:
Design Consultant(s)

Potential Partners:
• Town Staff
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Project 45
• MURA
• Meeker Chamber

Design and install 5th Street Bridge improvements that work to draw people from 
Market Street (SH-13) to the White River, Town Park, and Circle Park.

Action 11.G.4: Lead:
• Administration
• Public Works
• Comm. Development

Potential Partners:
• Town Board
• Planning Comm.
• Project 45
• MURA
• ERBM Rec. & Park
• RE-1 School District

When deemed necessary, work to transform 3rd Street, 5th Street, and Water 
Street into multi-modal streets. The intent of this is to improve ease of access and 
comfort for those traveling between downtown Meeker and the White River on 
foot, by bike, etc.

Refer to the Appendices for the multi-modal design concepts for town streets.
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GLOSSARY
ABBREVIATION TERM/DEFINITION

Administration Town of Meeker Administration Department
ADU Accessory Dwelling Unit(s)
AMI Area Median Income
BLM Bureau of Land Management
CDOT Colorado Department of Transportation
CDLE Colorado Department of Labor and Employment
CHAFA Colorado Housing and Finance Authority
CIP Capital Improvements Plan
Comm. Development Town of Meeker Community Development Department
CPW Colorado Parks & Wildlife
ERBM Rec. & Park Eastern Rio Blanco Metropolitan Recreation & Park District
Federal Programs/Grants Federal Financial Assistance and Grant Programs

Please refer to the Appendices for additional information.

Fire District Rio Blanco Fire Protection District
Historical Society Rio Blanco County Historical Society
HUD United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
IGA Intergovernmental Agreement
ISPs Internet Service Providers
LID Low Impact Development

Refers to land planning and design practices that use or mimic natural processes to protect water 
quality and associated aquatic habitat.

MACC Meeker Arts & Cultural Council
MAMBA Meeker Area Mountain Bike Association
Meeker Chamber Meeker Chamber of Commerce
MURA Meeker Urban Renewal Authority

Please refer to page 65 and the Appendices for additional information.

Town Econ. Dev. Dept. Potential New Town of Meeker Economic Development Staff Position
NRCS National Resources Conservation Service
Orgs. Organizations
Planning Comm. Town of Meeker Planning Commission
Planning Region 11 Encompasses Garfield County; Mesa County; Moffat County; Rio Blanco County; and, 

Routt County.
Police Department Town of Meeker Police Department
Private Programs/Grants Private Financial Assistance and Grant Programs

Please refer to the Appendices for additional information.

Project 45 Meeker’s Main Street Program
Public Works Town of Meeker Public Works Department
Rio Blanco County Rio Blanco County Staff, Commissioners, and/or Planning Commission
SDO Colorado State Demography Office
SH-13 State Highway 13
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PHOTO CREDITS
PAGE DESCRIPTION PHOTO CREDIT

i, ii Photo of Sheep Drive on Market Street Renae Neilson

iii, iv Historic Photo of Meeker Rio Blanco County Historical Society
and White River Museum

v, vi Photo of Meeker Gateway Sign and Rainbow Western Slope Consulting
7 Photos from 2019 Fall Festival Pat Turner

32 Photos of Market Street and Meeker Hotel Leggitt Studio
34 Photos of Vacant Properties in Meeker Leggitt Studio
34 Aerial Photo of Market Street Property Google Earth
38 Photo of Market Street Property Leggitt Studio
42 Photo of the Meeker Airport Rio Blanco County
45 Photo of Home in Core Residential Neighborhood Western Slope Consulting
45 Photo of Home in Single-Family Neighborhood Zillow.com
46 Photo of Pioneers Medical Center Leggitt Studio
46 Photo of Light Industrial/Commercial Buildings Western Slope Consulting
47 Photo of Paintbrush Park Rio Blanco County
47 Photo of Meeker Town Hall Caitlin Walker/Rio Blanco Herald Times
47 Photo of Agricultural Area Western Slope Consulting

52, 53 Photos of Downtown Meeker Leggitt Studio
54 Aerial Photo of Main Street and SH-13 Intersection Google Earth

54, 55 Photos of the SH-13 Corridor Leggitt Studio
59 Photo of Boulder Garden in Buena Vista, CO South Main CO
59 Photo of Bike Park Western Slope Consulting
59 Photo of Meeker Classic Sheepdog Championship Trials Meeker Classic
59 Photo of Smoking River Pow Wow Ellen Robinson Photography

© Copyright Statement
The rights to the photographs used in this document are reserved and may not be used, modified, re-purposed or 
distributed without the express permission of the photographer or party who owns the rights to the photograph. 
The photographers and parties who own the rights to the photographs used in this document are listed above. The 
Town of Meeker invites you to contact them to pursue licensing opportunities.

ABBREVIATION TERM/DEFINITION

State Programs/Grants State of Colorado Financial Assistance and Grant Programs
Please refer to the Appendices for additional information.

Town Board Town of Meeker Board of Trustees
TIF Tax Increment Financing

Please refer to page 65 and the Appendices for additional information.

USACE United States Army Corps of Engineers
USFS United States Forest Service

GLOSSARY (continued)
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